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An Explosion of Coal Damp
Gases in Great English (Colliery Results Fatally for
Publication of Intentions of
Those at Work Second
Progressives to Out petitions For Signature of Disaster Catches Rescuers
Votrs Asking Him Not toj and Pit Boss.
Run, Gives Sceme Set (By Special Leased Vflre to Itfew Mexican)
of House V Conisborough, Yorkshire, Eng- J
land, July - Thirty miners were
Concocted the Idea.
N killed and two injured by a coal

EDUCATORS

-

Back-Memb- ers

j

9.-

damp explosion which occurred N
in the Cadoby colliery here to- (Py Special Incased Wire to New Mexican)
Pub9.
D.
day.
C, July
Washington,
King George, who is making a
licity given to the plans of Progrestour in the neighborhood, yestersive Republican
members
of the
day paid a visit to an adjoining
House to circulate petitions calling
coal pit.
as
o: President Taft to withdraw
A second explosion occurred in
head of the Republican National tic- V
the Cadeby colliery this after- ket had the effect today of retarding
noon and was followed by a fall
development if not actually circum- V of
the roof in one of the galleries
venting the scheme.
which cut off the rescue brigade
Further inquiry today developed
of about 30 men who were in the
the fact that what was proclaimed
mine at the time. The governnation-widyesterday as a general
ment inspector and the manager
movement
to
circulate
petitions
of the pit are known to have been
amongst voters had thus far been
killed by the second explosion
confined almost entirely to several
leading Progressives of the House.
SIXTY-FIVMET DEATH.
The reported support of some conThe double explosion in the Cadeby
admitwas
it
servative Republicans,
colliery in this district today caused
ted, probably will not be forthcom- iha rli.uth nF civtv.livn miners l:inv!
ing.
others are missing and officials think
Representative Davis of Minnesota the total death roll will reach Nil.
has been actively advocating the Among the victims are three govern-men- t
drafting of petitions to be sent out
mine inspectors.
Many of the
through the country for voters' sig- men met death while attempting to
He had a conference with rescue their comrades, who were cut
natures.
Senator Dixon, campaign manager, off in the galleries by the first explo-- j
for Colonel Rooseveit, and it is un-- ! sion. In their search a second and
occurred
derstood the scheme was discussed. more
terrible explosion
No agreement, was reached by the which killed most of the rescuing
Progressives to take up the petition party.
The two explosions were followed
plan ar.d it was rumored that lack of
general support was responsible tor by three minor explosions but despite
this party after party of rescuers
the delay.
A draft of a petition to be signed wont down the pit to attempt to sue-bthe members of the House was cor their comrades only to find them
shown yesterday to Representatives iead.
The deaths were all instantaneous.
of Minnesota:
Davis and Lindberg
of the bodies were mangled. A,
Most
and
Mnrdook
Young
Jackson Rees,
accumulation of gas which was ignited
Vont of rniifnmin Wn
of a shot is believed to
burton of Washington and several by the firing
been the cause of the disaster.
iave
its
did
not
upon
agree
others.
They
,
A
1,,,L. f.ir nnna
Ult uwnv. ll.lVO
teilUS tlllll UlUO
t
members of the Senate
it.
DOLLAR
together wilh several from the House
nave neciueu 10 uraw up a auucuinu
criticising the nomination made at
Chicago and setting forth their belief j
that President Taft was not legally
nominated
This will be offered to
ali Progressives for signatures to be
j
A New York Woman Missed
used as a campaign statement.
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SOLDIERS

The President's Secretary Is
Selected As Chairman of

CF

PORTUGAL

Republican National ComAlthoughOutnumberedThree
mittee, and Will Resign
to One, Plucky Defenders
Office Saturday to Take
of New Republic Win DeCharge of the Coming
cisive Victory, Covering the
Contest.
Streets With the Dead and

Athletes From United States
Stockolm Olympic
At
Games Had Several Points
Advantage On General
Summary of Events-Briti- sh
Lads Break Training
and Enjoy High Living.

IN CHICAGO

RUN

12(1

(By
Fight For Control of National Associa
Charles
C, July
Washington,
Hilles, 'resident Tuft's secretary,
tion Now Rages Between Progresstoday was chosen for chairman of the
OUR METHODS
Republican national committee.
-ives and Conservatives First Test
Hilles
meet the
for
officers.
ullRFil
PsT!'Jav
ani"?e
LnULLU KJ ULOI
The election
of Strength Comes on Vote to Bar
Hilles took place a:
'a down town hotel at which the
From Meeting Active Members of: Hare Asserts Shepard Spiked committee met after brief

Wounded.

Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
D.
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WELL PLANNED BOSE

Mr.

AfSE

will
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-
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(By Fractal Leased Wire to New Mexican)
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Lisbon, July !. Royalists, who outnumber Republican troops :! to 1, were
Him Uuring Kaces But OHl-- j Charles I?. Warren, national commit-cial- s defeated by the latter near Chaves toDecline to Listen to Comp- - ;teeman from Michigan, made the mo-..- J day with an unealetila'.ea loss in killed,
tion to make Mr. Hilles' selection una;:- a
r"U,
and wounded
on both sides. The
jinious. He was appointed a committee
MadeFinland Team Taken of one to notify Mr. Hilles and bring Royalists retreated, some of them
All Three Places In Javelin!1"'11' i'"n the conference at once with crossing the Spanish frontier and even
,otuiiiltt'e to decide on the then continuing to fire on the govern
Throwing
Against Many Com-'"1- other officers
ment sodiers. The Royalists had play.
of the. national conimi
petitors.
K,0i
james rj, Reynolds, now a niem- - ed a ruse with the Republican troops,
j
ber of the tariff hoard, w as later clios- - but in the end it cost them dearly.
CONTROVERSY RAGES OVER
By Special loused win? io New Mexican i en secretary of (he national commit- - While being pursued to Mbntulegre, in
-the province's
Stockholm.
'fhe I'nited tee.
they
July
Chairman Hilles and the full nation- - leturned to Chaves, and arriving
Slates led by five points iu all t he
bomal committee, wiU meet July 1!) at New
by the Republicans,
T
York lo annoim a trensnrer nther nfp- - barded the city with their newly ac.including swimming, athletics, shoot- ,.,,,.8, ;iri executive committee and ad- - quired artillery bombs. The Republican
ins, and all other kinds of sport, upjvisory committee.
later discovering that tho
had "doubled" on their
to this morning, according to the list! Otto Bannard of New York, Charles Royalists
hastened back to defend the
( W Special
Leasee TOre to New Mexican) chorus and then the topic, 'The Anier-- compiled by the officials here.
The (.. Dawes, and David R. Forgan, of course,
of T'hila-- town.
John
Chicago,
Wanamaker,
of
ican
to
9.
was
The
111.,
be
School"
discussed
High
score leads: United Stales
fight
July
Chicago,
The attacking rebel force consisted
delphia, E. F. Swinney, of Kansas
for from various standpoints by promiGreat Britain :;0; France 17 South f'itv. and John Havs Hammond
Progressives and Conservatives
of of two united bands. After t he battle
nent
educators.
relations
to
the
Its
11
AsAfrica
Denmark 10; Washington,
control in the National Education
were considered
for; which lasted three hours, the Roval- schools below was to be discussed by Finland 8; Germany7: l);
Norway
retreated slowry and finally disItaly
Hungary treasurer bu no decision was reached,
sociation overshadowed the interest Walter R. Siders,
of
superintendent
t; Russia 3; Au.Mna
Greece :;; Hoi-- ;
Mr. Hilles wi
his office as appeared into l lie mountains. The Rei!i educational subjects on the program schools of
resign
morThe
Idaho.
I'ocatello,
land 1; Australia 1.
for discussion at the opening of the
secretary to the president Saturday, publican loss included two officers.
tality of the early years with some
The I'nited States cannot increase
,;s thought,
The news of the victory was recoiv
unlikely that. Mr. Taft
second day's work of the organization's administrative remedies
was to be her lead
today because in t!ie on'j will appoint a successor but will turn ed with cheers in the chamber of depThe final taken up by .Miss Adelaide Steele Bayfiftieth annual convention.
test of strength between the two fac- lor, assistant state superintendent of events in winch she competes tr.i.I the business of the executive offices uties ami a law was passed at once
to sustions will be scheduled to come this public instruction, Indianapolis, while which concluded with the javelin c ver to the two assistant secretaries. authorizing the government
all three places were won Rudolph Forster and Sherman Allen.
pend the constitutional guarantees
afternoon at an adjourned meeting of Arthur D. Call, school principal of bthrowing,
the finish team. In the relay race
Headquarters of the national coin- - wherever necessary to extend thi
the board of directors. It was believ- Hartford, Conn., Milton C. Potter, suwere
in
Americans
the
the
disqualified
mittee
are to be opened in New York state of siege to the district of Villa
whether
decided
it
be
then
ed
would
perintendent of schools St. Paul, Kate
directorate will attempt to bar from Vpson Clark, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Win. preliminaries.
decision disqualifying
om Page Four.)
Yesterday's
(Continued on Page Four.)
(Continued
the annual meeting ail but active Hughes Mearns, school of pedagogy,
the Vnited States relay team in the
l embers of at least thirty days standPhiladelphia, were lo take' up other too meter race caused considerable
ing. If the ruling is made it wi':l be phases of the subject.
Some of the American
grumbling.
teachers
thousand
a blow to several
At the evening session, Edmund J. ollicials and
spectators assert that both
who have been enrolled less than
James, president of the t'niversity of the Sweden and F.iitish runners in
thirty days.
Illinois; Charles R. Vanhise, president that race committed the same foul
The proposal to so limit the voting ot the University of Wisconsin: James but that, the Americans alone were
power was made by Secretary Irwin H. Baker, president of the University selected for punishment.
S'.eppard several months ago and it 0j Colorado, ami Win. O. Thompson,
The ollicials of the British
team
is said a majority of the directors president of Ohio Sfe'e' Vniversitv predict tlr.it fits meeting v.i!! cause a
was
It
it
have considered
favorably.
will speak on various phases of the. revolution in British athletic methods.
that Secretary bnepaiu BUbject "A National T'niversity."
expected
British followers of the Olympic games
I L.
would present it in the form of a resoof declare that the team lacks discipline
WaltP1. R sidpri KU1M.niIendent
the
un-- :
String of Pearls on
latum. .Miss lv l. raircnnu or
yx.hoos p0catello, Idaho, pointing out and that some of the men including
BOSTON DEALERS ARE
sas. and Miss Grace C. Strachan otUn.lt i,4()iii0(,0
Steamer.
BUYING WOOL AGAIN.
lnl)is W01ll(i ent(M. higj. the University Athletes have broken
camli-New York City, as the leading
declared
sl,nools next
that iheir training as they were unable to
of
dates for president, there was talk
new ideas in teaching would prevail, resist the attractions of Stockholm.
Sales in Territorial Wools Have Been! Boston, Ju'y 9. The fact that a a "dark horse"
,
candidate on account ..,,,,.,, .,.
,
,,,,
The Reverend DeCourcy Eaffan, a for,h , ,
at $J0,0(l ni much
Large But Considerable Fleece AlsOi. pearl necklace
valued
gossip regarding book trust F.ciic-olas that pupils,
all being mer leading athlete, in England, think",
Has Changed Hands; Prices Gener-- was lost, last Tuesday night on the
inuuence.
nis togemer w nn me ngiu .,
shmM )e sn,)je(.t to t!l.p sanle the English should send their trainers
ally Are Good.
steamer Bunker Hill by Miss
on Secretary Shepard, waged prmci- - tM.hne without allowances for ,lif. to study American methods.
;
Mamifaotur-9
Boston, Mass., July
New
became
of
York,
on Young of ferences in individual
Mrs. Ella
Thayer
Twenty-fiv- e
said
England's four speedy dash men
aptitude
ers have bought considerable wool in known today when the police were pally by and CarrollFlagg
O. Pearse, the Mr. Siders.
Chicago,
captured the four hundred meter relay
the Boston market during the last l'Otified.
much caucusing
in which they
president, caused
"This association is rapidly discov- race, in the
week much of it subject to approval, Miss
is of the opinion that among the delegates while the set pro
Thayer
the necessity of a new principle were beaten yesterday by the Ameriof
ering
on arrival. The purchases
territory'
in
when she boarded the steamer
tor the day was a matter oi which demands that each pupil shall can runners who were later' disqualiwools have been large but a fair.
was in a minor interest.
New York, the necklace
be taught with special reference to fied. Sweden was second and the
amount of fleece has been sold
.. ...rtl
I, other tram a
it'll
nni.A
C
Chica
team
of
children
was
hundred
"H"
r. ar.fiiol ort.'JLciiv
Fourteen
his fitness. In other words, the schools iOerman
Tiri.!l
disqualified.
nunc tlLueic hiias hf, c
'i,i,i
Finland, in the javelin throw, w ith
louay a ISOSlOll uusiness .nan, go elementary schools were to open of our country must be placed where
vance in prices, the tendency appears
representing Miss- Thayer, visited the morning session with a grand pupils will be given an opportunity." cither hand, took all three places.
to be upward.
whether
The trial heats of the ir,(K) meters
the steamer and inquired
flat race furnished nothing extremely
any trace of the jewels had been
He was told that no one on
found.
surprising except the double victory of
CALIFORNIA STOP FIGHTS.
the Swedes in the fifth heat. There!
Hill
Bunker
knew
board
the
anything
PetiIV
TED AVIATQ R IS
Riverside, Calif., July !.
w ere seven heats and the two leaders
o: them.
pro- V, tions to initiate legislation
in each are to run in the final tomorJ hibiting prize
fighting in the
row when a great race is expected.!
DURAN CASE BEING HEARD.
state were put in circulation
None of today's performances make
DASHED
DEATH
in- Duran
vs.
of
Duran
case
The
here today under the auspices
Americans fear unless it is that
the
valuable
to
and
a
large
of the Riverside County Church
volving title
of A. N. S. Jackson of Oxford I'niver- JV Federation. Similar petitions will V tract of land south of the city, is
a city of five thousand
a pale greyhound style of youth, (By Special Lwiiwa Wlifi to Now Mexican)
population.
be circulated in all the counties
ing heard today before Miss Stella New York, Philadelphia and Kene Bedel halls Wlte Mono- - sity,
whose running was easy and confident,
Oregon,
July '. The that such city be permitted to have
Portland,
Cannie, as examiner, in the offices of
X of the state.
better formal opening of the Forty Eighth a charter.
displayed
Boston Report Deaths and
plane In Sight of French: Tlle Americans
Rtnehan and Wright.
in this race than in some
The Exalted Ruler recommends the
'judgment
and
of the Benevolent
IrOOpS Drawn Up For Re of the preceding events. John Paul Grand Lodge
Many Prostrations From
compulsory and fitting observance of
took
Elks
of
Order
Protective
place the "Eleven o'c'ock hour" in all lodFell nn Rnrlv !Jones. Ospar F- Hedland, and Walter
Effects of Sun Rays With view-Eng- ine
'ast night but today marked tne ac- ges nightly.
The problem of penNo Relief in Sight.
Crushing It.
places rather than strain themselves tual beginning of the work.
sions is discussed by Mr. Sullivan at
by hard races for first places.
that pen- Following the usual routine
length. He recommends
Three Swedes, E. ttjorn, E. Wide,
of the organization th-- or- sions be granted widows of past, ex(By Special Leased Wlro to Xew Mexican
(By Special Leased Tnre io New Mexican)
New York, July 9 The heat wave
Chalons, Sur Marne, France, July and J. Sander may prove formidable der of business called for the read- alted rulers in the sum of $000 a
continued today. At noon the official 9. Rene Bedel, one of the most ex- - opponents tomorrow.
ing of the annual report of John V. year.
bicycling race round lake Malar, Sullivan, Grand Exalted Huler, th.; retemperature was 90, three degrees perienced airmen and holder of the 200The
According to the annual report of
miles held July 7, result: Swedish
port of Fred Robinson, Grand Secre- Grand Secretary Fred C. Robinson,
higher than at the same hour yester-- Pommery cup for
flight, team
first; , British second: American tary and of Edward Leach, Gra:iJ rc.ul to the convention
day. There were four deaths and a which he won from Jules Vedrines,
today, the
dc.-emet death today before the eyes of third.
Trevisu rer.
prostrations.
total valuation of property owned by
AfriIndividual
South
Lewis,
prizes:
H P AT KILLS ONE IN BOSTON.
several thnimnnda nf Pwnr.li Innnc
Among the principal themes dwelt the subordinate lodges at. the close
'ond: Carl
One
death who were assembled on the reviewing ca'first; Gn,tt- E"Iaml.
Boston, Mass., July
Ruler John of thar fiscal year, March 31, was
by Grand Exalted
niton
St.
Kansas
'Schutte,
City, representing
and three prostrations due to heat ground at
delivered
which according to the rein
his
P.
report
Su'livan,
were reported in Boston up to noon Bedel, who had come in his monoplane liOiiis Cycling Club, third.
were the New Elks National port, makes the order the wealthiest
ITiflO meter today
in
After
heat
first
the
fhe
noon
At
from Villacoublay, near Paris to par-- '
today, the hottest of the year.
which he strongly
urged in America.
A. Hare, of Great Britain, de- - Home,
the official thermometer registered ticipate in the manuevers,
arrived event,
The total membership in the order
should be built at once, and the
W. Pheppard
had
clared
Melvin
that
above the camp after a fine flight. He
97 degrees.
an shown by Secretary Robinson's rehim, pushing him on the grass tual modifications under discussion.
was about to descend when his mono- THREE DIE OF. HEAT.
Exalted Ruler Sullivan is vigor- port, is 384,724, a net increase of 25,- Heat plane struck the telegraph wires while rounding the last turn. Hare
Philadelphia, Pa., July
;
io iiiune a pioiefL mil lueiousiy o ppuseu io an) niuuBc m the 0C5 in the last year.
tho ,.,.ii!
tha ,ioth f throe nornsna in
of the English team
de - ritual as it now stflnds.
The total receipts or the Grand
this city today and was indirectly re - prevented him from seeing them. His managers
; sponsible
gave a Lodge from all sources exceeded those
T)ie Grand Exalted Ruler
and " Bedel was t,,ned' The English and Americans
for three others committing machine capsized
The motor nf'aPl)earea anxious or avoiuing "lasnes
suicide. During the last week 61 per- - thrown to the
con8idprat,m t0 ,he New of the previous year in the amount of
and are attempting to heal the breach Elks National home
disbursement
torrid
The total
from
the
on
died
his
fell
his
sons have
present
aeroplane
project in ir- - $97,211.
body and he
that occurred in 1908.
The surplus on hand
was crushed.
He points out the gravity was $105,204.
ginia.
The fourth day of the athletic secThe total
of the situation which calls for the amounts to $100,333.
tion of the Olympic games began in
lod!
subordinate
received
amount
C1'S1S'V--MC1S?Swhich
of
an
by
institution
construction
PANAMA
CITY OF
dull weather and with rain in
was
sources
DAY
IN
$7,92S,134;
from
all
THE
CONGRESS.
than
IN
$500,000
PORT.
ges
IS SAFE
Several thousand enthusiasts; cannot be built for less
avail- amount expended $7,S39.4S9, leaving
Senate.
assembled for the principal event of and for which but $S0,000 is
a balance on hand of $1,758,293. DurConvened at noon.
Mail Steamer is Found With Broken
the morning which was the decision able.
new lodges
Senator
resumed
Fletcher
Towed
and
ing the year twenty-ninsaniOf the proposed tuberculosis
of the first three trial heats of the TW
Engine By Rose City
were instituted.
Secretary Robin-sen'- s
Not Great.
speech supporting Senator Lor- Harbor.
is
Into
said:
Damage
"It
Exalted
Ruler
meter
the
race.
fiat
tarium,
Jose Va'encia, 25 years old, a young jillo charges was made by Valencia.
imer's election and was fot- report shows that since 18S0 the
Wrestling proceeded simultaneously my thought that, at the present time
rancher who has a large flock ot Va'encia who is now in the county (By Special Leased Wire to TCe Mexican!
lowed by Senator Dillingham,
has disbursed for charitable
order
erectwith the running, but slow headway the grand lodge, now that it is
thi San Francisco, Calif., July 9. The
sheep on the Majado grant west of jail here without bond, denies
purposes a total of $4,273,228, of
continuing his speech for Mr.
a
not
was
in
made
is
with
of
pronew
Elks
the
that
a
Home,
part
ing
thise city, was arrested there last charge but will not discuss the matti-:.- ' Pacific Mail Steamer, City of PanaLorimer.
S gram. The list of competitors runs position to attempt to construct a which $107,098, is credited to the past
with the officers.
ma, which sent wireless signals for V
New York, No. 1, holds first
night by Seferino Baca, deputy
House.
year.
into the hundreds, and in some quar tuberculosis sanitarium."
iff, on a warrant secured by Trinidad The warrant for his arrest was is- assistance when its
engines broke
in this respect with a disburseConvened at noon.
is said that the bouts will not
ters
place
it
One important recommendation of ment of $9,1 S7.
Trujillo of Galisteo, charging a stat- sued yesterday and Mr. Baca found down 250 miles southwest of San
be finished until it is time to begin
Began consideration of Clpy- Exalted Ruler Is that hereafter
the
utory offense against Trujillo's daugh- him last night, bringing him at onc-- Pedro, Sunday, was towed into port
ton contempt bill.
MILLS HEADS ELKS.
again at the Olympic games to be held the Federal census
only be used as
Rose
to
old.
this
the
steamer
20
city.
here early today by
years
ter,
in Berlin in 1916.
to
Oregon, July 9. Thomas
Portland,
for
basis
ofa
was
said
at
it
dispensations
granting
Tiiir morning,
the
The case is complicated
by the
City of San Pedro.
Summaries: 400 meters relay, final:
re B. Mills, of Super'or, Wisconsin, was
- new lodges and that the population
fact that the young woman has not fice by the district attorney, the
The injury to the machinery was
GerSweden
New York Cotton.
second;
England first;
quired he reduced from five thousand elected Exalted Grand Ruler of the
been of sound mind since childhood ycung man would be arranged ba fcund to be slight and the City of
New York, July 9. Cotton spot imany disqualified.
He favors, how Benevolent and Protective Order of
and was not capable of protecting for.? Judge E. C. Abbott at the court Panama will sail for Mexican ports closed steady; middling uplands 12.30; j Javelin throwing, either hand; Fin- to three thousand.
census shows E'ks today by acclamation.
a
state
where
that
ever,
and Panama July 15.
herself from the attack which Tru house Thursday.
land first, second and third.
miuanng gun ii.no; saies vs oaies
-
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Only 30 Days' Membership
Open Split May Result.
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Various Subordinate Lodges Have Property Valued at More Than Twenty
Million Dollars
of
Thousand In Membership Is Record
of Past Year- Exalted Ruler Makes
Many Recommendations and Stands
Pat for Compulsory Observation of
Eleven O'clock Hour In AH Lodges
Every Night.
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GRAVE OFFENSE IS CHARGED

AGIST

JUSE VALENCIA
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He Is Arrested With Sheep Herds On
Maj ado Grant, West of City, and
Placed In Jail Father of Girl In ...a

Galisteo Asserts He Wronged Her
He Denies Charge, But Will Be
Arraigned Thursday Before Judge
Abbott.
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ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
.vith Tuberculosis took Kckmau's cure.
AHTHl'li WKIJH. . Sunday banging of shot guns have
(Siun.Hl Atlidavitl
F.cknian's Alterative is efloctive ill
proved this notion mistaken.
Asthma. Hay rover: 'l'.'""'."'" Vln'
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
The Italian, the Greek and the BulI.unir Troubles, and In uiilmililins
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svsleiii lines not contain poisons, booklet
come from lands where it is
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or
even yet the custom of rich and poor
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song birds and their eggs. In
Phone Black .nee. Kiir sale hv all leadinc d''UL'lsts air to eat old
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jy Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.
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utes to protect bird life and in conKANSAS CITY BLUES
sequence they show little respect for
GET SEVEN PLAYERS. our game laws.
They are skillful in
of an
The vicinity
evading these.
Iola
rCUCMT Dawson Coal
When Oklahoma State League Col Italian construction camp in country
nnDTI
rVlYlUUW WUULni Sawed Wood
lapsed For Want of Funds, Middle districts is often marked by silence,
El Toro
West Aggregation Nailed Some of feathers and sometimes the remains
Their Stars.
of deer carcasses whether in season
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AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

li:-- .

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

1

I.ron-hitis-

!

4f'"kLE0 HERSCH
km
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J. CRICHTON

R.

Lumber and

Coal Yard

Alf Kinds of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Vard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

Phone, Red

100

100

Phone, Red

100

j

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Coal

WHOLESALE

Minn., July 9. Seven
Oklahoma
State
League, which suspended for want of
patronage, a few days ago, hav-- been
nailed by Charles Carr, manager of
the Kansas City Blues. Only two of
the players will be of much service for
the Kansas City team tins season, but
Carr will farm the others out so he
will have a bunch of youngsters to
work in the spring training season
next year.
The names of the players announced
by Carr are: Gene Clayton, an infleld-er- ;
Chase, first baseman; Matticks,
Farrel, outfielder; Baxter, outand Burnett,
fielder, and Everdon
Minneapolis,

players from the

Wood

AND RETAIL
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

pitchers.
Chase has already been placed with
i
the Monmouth team of the
League and the others will
have regular births where they can
iearn the fine points of the bis league
Illinois-Missour-

Everdou
game before next spring.
and Baxter were farmed by Carr to
the teams in the Oklahoma
State
League at the end of the spring training season this year, and they probably will be given a chance to work in
some games with the Blues this season yet.
NO MORE NAUGHTY DANCES.
Kansas City, Mo., July 9 The tur-

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas- s

Phone Main

139

LIVERY CO.,

LIVERY

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J. R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Doors Below F. Andrews
"o
Regular Meals 25 cents.

Store.

Rooms for Pent 2Sc and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK JS.00
frencn Noodle Order TOc. a disn,
Kew Y9rk Chop Suey 60c.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

key trot, the bunny hug, the grizzly
hear, and all of the other newest ami
most lively dances, must go, according to the decision of F. F. McCIure,
superintendent of public recreation,
board of public welfare, who has returned from an inspection trip ot
dance conditions in eastern cities.
"Kansas City must tolerate less of
this class of dancing, if we are to
maintain our standing among cities in
this regard," said Mr. McCIure.
"Cleveland affords a better opportunity for study of municipal control of
the dance halls than any other city
in the country.
There 65 per cent of
the population is foreign, and they
have 133 public dance halls, with a
weaker ordinance than ours. Vet conditions there are better than here.
This is simply because they will not
Ellow even a suggestion of risqueness
to enter. We have always given the
dance hall manager the benefit of a
uoubt.
"From now on, however, the lines
will be drawn more tightly. Nothing
will be done, however, that will interfere with clean, moral dancing, but
we must stamp
out this practice,
which is growing among the boys, oi:
having a flask of whisky between four
or live of them and then attending a

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered- hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commers at men to take In
the surrounding onns. Wira B'.nbudc dance."
Station

SITS ON GROOM.
Philadelphia, July 9. Calling one of
their number, Mrs. Sadie Foley, who
weighs 340 pounds, to sit on the
groom, who was struggling with half
a dozen young girls to prevent his
bride being kidnapped, was one of the
pranks tried on Edward A. Dougherty
a few moments after he had been married to Miss Marie A. Grennin, daughter of Owen Grennin, a
conWOMAN

Rooms With Bath,

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

well-know- n

tractor.

The young couple had just been
married in the Church of the Annunciation by Rev. ,1. F. Foley and had
hurried home to prepare for their wedding trip when the bride was seized
by her friends and after quieting the
husband by having Miss Foley sit on
is
for
Hotel.
him, the bride was spirited away to
where she was kept for sevDelanco,
$2.50
eral hours before she was allowed to
one of
rejoin her husband.
rooms
NOTICE
be
New
you
In the Probate Court of the County of
Santa Fe, State of New Mexico.
Proof Annex,
In the matter of the Estate of James
A. Miller, Deceased.
'
To Whom it May Concern:
Last will and testament of James A.
Miller, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that Monday
the fifth day of August, 1912, at ten
o'clock a. m., of said day, and the
court room of said court, at the
court house in the city of Sancounty
You cannot get up to date printing
You cannot get up to date
printing ta Fe, New Mexico, has been appointtwlesg you have
material unless you have
material ed as the time and
place of proving
and faculties. The New Mexicun and facilities. The New Mexican
the will of said James A. Miller, dehas
both, and at Printing Company has both, and at ceased.
Printing Company
the same time expert mechanics. Ycur the same tiaie expert mechanics.
M. A. ORTIZ,
orders are always assured personal at Your orders are always assured per
Clerk.
tentlon.
sonal attention.
By V. T. A LA RID, Deputy.'

TIE

ALBANY HOTEL

This
a Denver
something new
Larger rooms with bath,
and $3.00 per
these moderate priced
day. Try
with bath, and
will
Fire
pleased.
every room with bath.

or out.
In some states song birds are in
most quarters so well
that they have become unwary and it
is easy for hunters to shoot large
nu;nbers or robins, flickers, jays
sparrows, thrushfinches,
es and warblers. An Italian arrested
in Connecticut had concealed about
him twelve robins, three blue-jaythree flickers, two hermit thrushes,
and a purple finch. This hunter had
no gun. If the gun bearer hat1
whom he was carrying the game hart
been caught and searched he would
prima facie have been innocent of
having shot anything. In another state
the heads of a hundred robins were
found where Polish hunters had dressed their bag and in yet another a
game warden caught an Ita'ian with
forty birds, mostly flickers.
That our game laws should be thus
defied by a portion of the growing
throng of immigrants most of whom
are
is not surprising.
Shooting, liming, snaring and netting
song birds have been practiced in
southern Europe from times immemorial and old established habits are
In Italy it is
not quickly dropped.
even yet the custom in places to go
to the woods with a little owl fast
on a perch on top of a pole which Is
Small birds
p'aced by a thicket.
come to tease the owl and are shot,
their places being taken by others.
To counteract old world customs
we need not only more game wardens
and a sharper eyed public but a campaign of education directed at those
most likely to break the law. A start
has been made in some States by
publishing the game laws in foreign
This is not enough.
languages.
Copies of the laws printed in Italian
have been found in the pockets of
those caught by wardens.
The economic value of the birds should be
more wide'y explained.
Our new citizen-to-bis not, howThe amaever, the only offender.
teur colector though less common
perhaps than he was some years ago
is still to be reckoned with as a serious enemy of bird life. Even in the
states with the strictest laws ama
teurs may still get special permits to
kill birds and collect eggs afid nests
for "scientific purposes" though this
duplicates the colections in the mu
scums
harm
The amateur does special
through his passion for rare birds.
Birds often stray from their range
and explore fresh regions.
thev
like their new surroundings they
settle there and return again nexr
season with their young
and the
mates which their offspring
have
made on the way. But if the pair or
two that go out of bounds ari caught
as special prizes by the amateur collector, and they make ever effort to
get th 'm, the range of ths species is
restricted to just what it was beIn this way many of our statt-fore.
have losi new citizens of rue bi-- d
family and additional warriors in the
fight against the insect peti'S.
safe-guard-

blue-bird-

e

For Many Years. On Thigh, Also
on Scalp. Awful Itching Skin.
Could Not Sleep. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Completely Cured,
Iybanon, O. "My eczema started on
my thigh with a small pimple. It also camo
on my scalp. It began to Itch and I began
to scratch. For eighteen
or twenty years I could not
tell what I passed through
with that awful itching.
I would scratch until the
blood would soak through
my underwear, and I couldn't talk to my friends on the
street but I would be digging and punching that
fipot. until I was very much ashamed. The
so
itching was intense I could not sleep after
once in bed and warm. I certainly suffered
torment with that eczema for many years.
' 1 chased after everytliing I ever heard of;
all to no avail. I saw the advertisement for
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and sent for
a sample. Imagine my delight when I
applied the first dose to that awful itching
(Ire on my leg and scalp, in less than a
minute the itching on both places ceased.
I got some more Cuticura Soap and Ointment. After the second day I never had
another itching spell, and Cuticura Soap
and Ointment completely cured me. t was
troubled with awful dandruff all over my
scalp. The Cuticura Soap has cured that
trouble." (Signed) L. K. Fink, Jan. 22, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
Skin Book. Adeach mailed free, with 32-dress post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.

0

Our wild birds discover new artiNew Eng- cles of diet every year.
'land has been overrun by gypsy
Massachusetts alone has
moths.
silent hundreds of thousands of
fighting these destroyers o?
and other
Ihabit the
birds which had never seen thesn
moths before left the nests undisturbed for several seasons. But superinduced by hunger some, after first
pecking at the nests and scattering
the eggs, sampled them. Now they
tat them clean and observers expect
that other kinds of birds will follow
suit and thus give one proof of the
value of song birds to mankind.

ss.

Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
or HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
to my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public
Ha'l's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti.
pation.

THE TROWEL WITH WHICH WE LAID THE FOUNDATION
OF OUR SUCCESS WAS HONESTY.
WE BUY HARDWARE FROM THOSE WHO ARE "ON THE
LEVEL" WITH US AND WHO STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING
WE BUY.
AND
CUSTOMERS
WE ARE "ON THE LEVEL" WITHOUR
STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL
DEAL WITH US AND YOU WILL GET A DEAL "ON THE SQ
TO
DON'T WANT
UARE." WE DON'T KNOW HOW AND
LEARN HOW TO DO BUSINES ANY OTHER WAY.

Phone 14.

A DOG

:

?

:

Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK fflJ0NESapitlBa2f,d
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

Biggest Job Official Don Catcher Ever
Had In His Life Was When He
Tried to Take Charge of St. Bernard Who Was Known as "Bum."

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards- Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,
Or. Phone No. rfed 76

HlsghtH
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

!N ODS, Electricity

plays a most impoThe
grandfather would
part.
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home--anwhy all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
rtant

d

STEKZEL ECZEMA LIQUID
A clear white liquid for cleansing
purifying and healing skin and scalp
diseases.
Stops itching or burning instantly;
cures eczema permanent.
A few days after using the Liquid
the disease begins to disappear.
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fischer Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.

desired.

POWER

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
EXPRESS

Pnone 14

It.

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

A NAME.

Montclair, N. J., .lulv !). The biggest job that Montclair's official dog
catcher. David Steinfeld, ever undertook was that when he captured Bum,
a huge St. Bernard, three and a half
feet in height and weighing 225
pounds.
Bum lived up to his nam? by frequenting saloons and garages, and in
these places he became such a pet
that he was never at a loss for a nieai
or shelter during "inclement weather.
The dog has all the characteristics of
a tramp, including that of laziness,
and when Steinfeld urged him toward
the pound at a faster rate than he
was accustomed to make he lay down
in the street.
This happened about the time thai
school was let out, and soon Steinfeld
and Bum were surrounded by a crowd
of a hundred boys and girls whose
sympathies manifestly were not for
the town official. A wagon equipped
with block and tackle finally was procured and Bum was taken to the
pound.

Hardware We Have

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

RESISTED

ARREST AND MADE

If Its

Why Import Mineral Water

wood-pecke-

BUM,

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

do'-jla-

LINE.

NOTHING

Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store

IS QUITE SO
as to ouch the button and
is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and mght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor

s

Lucas countj.

mm

WITH E

'

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,

9, 1912.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power
4

PRICE, $165.00
A

With Imported Magneto.troublr
ft doubt with

Motorcycle without
left at the factory

FURNITURE REPAIRING AND
UPHOLSTERING.

104 Galisteo
LIGHT, SILENT AMD RELIABLE.

Washington

Avenue.

Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

Step Ladders,
Screens and

Screen Doors

Thirty years of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

J.F.RHOADS

PASH BROS..Agts.,

Santa Fe.

blanks prepared according
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
State form, for sa'e by the N3
Mexican Printing Company.
All legal

Telephone

157 W.

::

Street
SANTA FE, N. M

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already print
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company

TUESDAY, JULY

HIE

9, 1912.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney an"i Counselor at Law.

CaplUl

.rtooms 17-1Oily BaiiK Building,

.

Sauta Fe, New Mexico
Assistant District Attorney. First
Judicial District.

j

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N. II.
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An English journalist recently
tice ideas of national freedom as soon
Several of the leading business men
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as we had the power.
dared that America was a- nation oi ed ol' Jm' forefathers, wonderfully ad-Since Richard Cobden gave voice optimists. We are a nation of opti- vanced as they were, to recognize o' Roy are behind a movement, to
equal rights of those who were then create another new ('. S. Band UistJ
to his almost prophetic words our be- mists, and why?
W'e are optimists because we have Alrican slaves.
Slavery was looked ri(.t wjtn ilov as ,lie heculipiarters,
loved country has passed through all
sublime faith in the American spirit "l'on as a misfortune, and one of th"0ut of the west portion of the Clayton
the ordeals he has named, within
of a century, instead of the which springs from principles rooted complaints against Great Britain was and t)lfc e;ls portion of the Santa Fe
SANTA FE, NKVV MT.X.'CO.
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prevails in our country more strongly is serious internal trouble, and today publican party
united than ever before in its history? we have the question of monopolies, called the child of the nation's con- Woodville, Woodvi'le, Ga., had a very
more corporate evils and wealth, too often science, And its deep moral founda- severe attack of kidney trouble and
We have been prosperous,
to solve. Yet never before, tion gave it a strength and vitality the pains in his kidneys and back
prosperous than any one at the time
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cut against political corruption, com- constitutional convention that
the party he said:
The Santa Fe County Democratic
mercial dishonesty, social degeneracy
"Looking beyond, the mere present,
"We are here to stand firmly for .1 Club at a
and all the ills that can be endured or they devised plans by which a civil
meeting tonight, which is
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G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counjeila.- at Lavv.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to caset
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M.

C. W. G. WARD,

....

State District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
HARRY

D.

Attorney-at-Law-

MOULTON,

,,.'

-

,,,

.

,.i,n,. ,) w

9ffoll0iA
?'

11
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Robber

I
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EASLEY & EASLEY,
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,
Attorneys-at-Law-

self-estee-

1

.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

Practice

,,,,,,,,

.

,,,,-,.-

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorney
Practice hi the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court oi
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in the Courts

and before

Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santu Fe, N. M., branch Office, Esten-cia- ,
N. M.

.
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McKEAN & liriEETHAM,

Practice in all the Courts and Before the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos,
H. L. ORTIZ,

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfc.v
TISE?
Tell your story to

Readers 'or

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertisement in 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISINU
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
--

UME

,

-2

-3

-4

1
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BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red (5.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Biack
OFFICE HOURS.
to 3 P. M.
1

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

Ci tion Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.

Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 63.
CALL FOR BIDS.
Sealed proposals for the purchase of
1200,000.00 of the bonds of the State
cf New Mexico to be issued under
of an act of the First State
Legislature of New Mexico entitled
"An Act providing funds and making
appropriations for the first fiscal year
for the expenses of the executive, legislative and judicial departments for
the payment of interest on state indebtedness and sinking fund requirements theieof, to defray the expenses
of the educational,
state and charitable institutions and hospitals and all
ether expenses required by existing
laws of the State of New Mexico and
for deficienmaking appropriations
cies in revenues of former fiscal
years which deficiencies were incurred by the requirements
of existing

laws.''

Approved .Tune 13, 1912.
Which said bonfls are to be dated
the first day of July, 1912, and absolutely due and payable five years after their date, interest payable semiannually at the rate of six per cent
per annum, the interest for said period to be evidenced by copons attached to the said bonds, interest payable on the first days of September
and March, both principal and interest
payable at the office of the State
Treasurer, Santa Fe, New Mexico, the
said bonds to be redeemable
each year, in serial number commencing with numDer one;
of said bonds to be redeemed on the
first of July, 1913.
The proposals should be addjessed
to the State Treasurer, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, and said sealed proposals will
be publicly opened on Monday the 15th
day of July, 1912, at the hour of
twelve o'clock noon.
O. N. MARRON,
Treasurer of fhe State of New Mexico.
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COOL SUMMER SHOES I

w

E'RE showing these days
every style that is cor
rect and everything that is good
in shoes.
SHOES
FOR

MEN,

WOMEN

AND

Does Your Breakfast

CHILDREN

Make You Comfortable

fit for the morning's work?

-

A

"do

accomplish work in this world, while the weak must
stand aside.

Grape-jHut- s
FOOD

they

greatest

achievement, of northern victory in
Hot weather has a very weakening
the civil war, was the true union of
l ney neeome too
otl women,
ithe states by a growing spirit of
Itionaiity. The nation then demonstrate languid to ex. rcise and have appetite
.......
eu lit sireugui as a uauuu, anu cue
necessary exercise of federal authority other cold concoctions, which do not
increased federal power.
digest readily and tend to increase
Without undue partisanship we may their natural tendency to constipation.
At this Beason women, especially,
Bay fortunate indeed has our country
been in the dominance of the Republi need all their strength to resist the
It enervating effect of the heat.
can party in the last fifty years!
Good
is to the ideas and ideals of that party digestion and regularity of the bowels
that our country is indebted for its are essential. Some fruits have
standing among nations, itsjtive properties, but they are uncertain
own greatness as a nation, and its jn tbeil. eff(,t.t and are not g,.neraily
force as a world power.
advised. A mild bowe! stimulant and
The Republican party needs no
Pepsin, is preferable because
fense, yet it is well sometimes to re:t- - ., ,g certajll , Ug ffecU naXnTill in
crate the good in an organization as!,tg ac(ion am, whoUy Bafe Take ft
wen as m an inuiviuuai. Ana we can dose of
Syrup of Pepsin at night and
do no better than repeat the words
the sick headache and inby
morning
of Garfield, in 1877:
will be gone.
digestion
"The Republican party, though it
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is sold
has made mistakes, has been a party
in drug stores everywhere, and costs
of great courage, a party of great
fifty cents a bottle; a larger size, in
faith. It has had positive Ideas
dolideas it was willing to stand by, and, tended for family use, costs one
if need be, die by. It believed in the lar. If you have never used Syrup
Union; it believed in the public faith; Pepsin nd would like a free trial
it believed in a public trust; it be- bottle, postpaid, write Dr. W. B.
lieved in enlarging the borders of lib- Caldwell, 406 Washington St., Monti-cellIllinois.
erty; it believed in paying the public
."-.'

h

Are You a Seller? An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.

3--

-

one-fift- h

one-fift-
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three-quarter-

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

DR.

-2

11

and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practicing before all the Courts in
the State.
- New Mexico
Santa Fe, Attorney

DR. W.

i

-

Attoneys-at-La-

2,000,000

-2
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have in buying their
SHOES here.

1
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laxa-prese-
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LL THIS WEEK we are
going to give every
lady a beautiful Uold Hat
Pin, andto the gentlernena
handsome Watch Fob with
every purchase.

j

made of whole wheat and barley, supplies true
nourishment to Brain and Body; is scientifically
baked; is easily digested and promptly absorbed;
gives working and thinking energy for all day.

Men's Oxfords, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00
Women's Oxfords, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00

j

"There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek, Michigan.

Where
Quality
Meets
Price

chn yflucger

See
Our
Window
Display
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WHAT THE OTHER FELLOW HAS TO SAY
Democracy is a little
still. Boston Herald.
No more bolting

embryonic

for Hearst.

he is an expert on third parties.

And Shall Democracy Die?
The Democratic party is face to
face with another great crisis.
If
the lialrimore convention
blunders,
Theodore
Roosevelt
instantly becomes the vital factor in the camIf it blunders, it makes Taft
paign.
or Roosevelt President of the Vnited
If it blunders, the DemoStates.
cratic party, not the Republican
party, will be wrecked by Roosevelt-ism- ,

And
New-Yor-

Tribune.

Many a politician nowstands on a
burning deck eating his own words
by the peck. Cleveland Plaiudealer.
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MARKET REPORT

IT IS A HOT TIME

STORY

LOSJGELES

WALL STREET.
New York, N. Y., July 9. From an
irregu'ar or heavy opening today's
stock market gradually recovered until its level at mid-dawas up to or
better than yesterday's final quotations.
was
. Trading
perfunctory,
however.
Amalgamated
copper
again was an element of weakness,
but later regained its loss.
Dealings
in steel were
larger than the combined sales of three other leaders.
Bonds were steady.
The market broadened at noon with
cmart gains in a number of specialties, whi'e steel rose a point, and
Amalgamated was selling at a material fractional advance.
The rise of consolidated gas found
explanation in the declaration of an
evtra dividend by one of its
The copper statement was
favorable in that it disclosed a reduced production and a
shrinkage of
by a largefi.. W'gfl.dt. piSHRSHRDH
but this was not realized
supplies
by a large falling off of deliveries. Amalgamated went higher on publication
o: the report.
The market closed heavy.
Prices
fell off sharply in the last hour on
the rise of call money and publication of the crop report, which showed
a falling off in the combined winter
and spring wheat conditions from a
month ago.
Money and Stocks.
New York, July 9. Call money 2
3 per cent; Prime
paper 4
41-2- ;
Silver 60
Mexican dollars
i
48; Copper
l7; Tin 44044
Lead 4.604.75: Amalgamated SI
Atchison
Great
Sugar 128
108;
Northern 1361-4- ;
New York Centra'.
115
Northern Pacific 119
e:
div.; Reading 163; Southern Pacific
109; Union Pacific 166
Steel 68
pfd. 112
5
St. Louis 'Metal.
St. Louis, Mo., July 9 Lead firm
y

Loses The Thermometer Boils, and
Wife
Missonory's
the Rails on the Santa Fe
Reason Because of Experiences in Interior of China Are Warped With Heat.
During Rebeliion and Sad Los
Ange'es, July 9. Hot weather
Death of Her Infant.
stories are in popular fashion every-

Anyone, even a
boy or girl, can
make toast on the

I

where right now except in Los AnMexican! geles, hut here is one told in a railSan Francisco, Cal., July 9. When road officer yesterday that made the
Mrs.' Emma Ekvall sank to rest in a thermometer boil with impotent rage.
of
Rays
Hope.
quiet room in a sanitarium here today The story is a true one, because it is
has
Admittedly,
Repuuiiotnism
she ended a 10,000 mile voyage to her vouched for by a high official of the
e
Cook-stov,
iiuuriMuuu unit uiuse siiues strengthened itself as an organiza- 'native land, so fraught with horror Santa Fe.
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dealer.
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i
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Perfection
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liner Persia which arrived here to- was sidetracked for a through passenuse
Now that the conventions are over,
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day from Shanghai.
ger, the official
the baseball score boards have come Republican
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there is no other stove that
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own
into their
again. Cleveland next election.
A Democratic party
wife and children through 2,000 miles gang of section men at work.
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should survive both the
Baltimore
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stove.
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compelled to flee from the village of near the center by the heat.
an easy and natural death. Chicago
be
Mancheo, in the province of Kan rail was so hot that it could
HandsNatural Law.
Every dealer has the New Perfection Oil Cook-stovRecord-HeralSue.
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towel
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The suggestion that a third ticket
racks, etc.
omely
top, drop shelves,
ed before the start of the journey by when the last spike and bolt and fishMade with 1, 2 and 3
Long chimneys, enameled turquoise-bluNew York Is booming itself as a be nominated to be Roosevelt and
the death of her infant son, and plate was removed the rail jumped
burners.
summer resort and here and there we Bryan or Bryan and Roosevelt, has
became ae'irious on the trip.
Her ir.to the air, twisted up like a corkCook-Boo- k
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the objection that it is contrary to
with every stove.
Free
k
understand people are falling for it.
husband was compelled to strap her screw and flew to one side a distance
In order to do it the old
Detroit Free Press.
physics.
anyone sending 5 cents to cover mailing cost.
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problem of the effect of an irresis-tablmountains.
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One of the sad features of politics
force and an immovable obCONTINENTAL OIL CO,
traveled by night to avoid bands of from serious accident.
is that all the great and good men jecting meeting would have to be solSo hot were all the adjoining rails
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Few will deny that Roosevelt
Boise, Salt Lake City
cure food was a desperate daily ad- that four inches had to be sawed off
i an irresistable force when properpresident cannot. Chicago News.
venture. When the family reached the new one before it would fit into
ly in motion, and it has been suffShanghai, Mrs. Ekvall was in a ser- the gap.
Tomorrow.
iciently demonstrated that, as a presious condition and has not yet fully
Xo matter how much we despise the idential candidate,
Bryan is an im- fected house, as well as all others EAST INDIA MYSTIC
ROYALISTS FIGHT SOLDIERS
'
'ecoverea ner reason.
collector, he is often asked to call movable object.
Natural law cannot in that
OF PORTUGAL.
As soon as Mrs. Ekvall's condition
vicinity, including the palace.
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again. New Orleans Picayune.
be evaded.
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Something
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Mr. Taggart was unable to rememflying visit, as there are pupils at
If Mr. Bryan cannot ru'e he will know, who insisted that a kiss from a 51.5; acre yield '26.0. Total production
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of strife stirred up by Mr. Bryan, was a personal preference, but even so
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An estate in Pennsylvania is said be purely accidental.
As the wind
"How deputies who remained loyal to the next spring, when the next school to a carefully prepared medicine, guarothers," said Mr. Taggart.
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to be kept intact until a favorite cat bloweth where it listeth so with its condition S8.9; acre yield 93.5. Total much did" you contribute?"
contain no harmful or habgovernment convened today for the branches will be in
o'f the testator dies.
Texas. Each state it, forming drugs.
If that cat will favored playmate, the whisker. Kan- production 332,000,000.
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Baltimore Mr. Bryan is a reportet (By Special Leased Wire co New Mexican I Total production not given.
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The Stronger Mind, a great drama
New Mexican ' want adi. orwayr
Blandlng and O'BelH.
"work.
See it at the Elks tonight. bring results.
11 innings.
,
by "5elig.
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the face o the Bryan. New York
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Makes a Monkey cf a Dog,
as Johnson Did of Ftynn.
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witl be the closing week oi our LADIES'
SALE at about ONE-HAL- F
regular price.
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SILKS and FOULARDS

Our stock of WHITE SUMMER HATS are
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VOILES and COTTON ENGLISH
WELTS The very latest in Nov-- V

elties for White Summer Suits.
They are nobby and you should see them
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Do not miss the new line of novelties in COLLAR and
CUFF SETS from IS cents up.
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lion in Uhj buck yard of

tin...

The Leras ( nndy company
will
tint proceeded u awaken everyone j cpeu iU establishment here on Thurs- jf within several Mocks with his howls. day neM.
When heli) arrived,
E''ed Shevmnn and wife
the Hon was'
have re-- j
squatting playfully, holding the dog turned from Denver. They made the
by the skin of the throat, and
one !!''P from Driver here in their nfnv
paw was draped lovingly over the Ford car, having stopped u various
Tne lion showed
no Places en route sinhueein
v. uo"s back. to either
kill or release
disposition
his prey.
He just held him and let.
him howl.
The sound seemed to
SHOGF
amuse him.
PYitz Kichter broke a EARTHQUAKE
broonistkk over the animal's bead
and threw various things, such as
brick-bats- ,
I
FEL'i
stovewood, adobes and
the like without avail.
It was not

m

Incorporated

1856.

M..

......

it,
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Wcodwanl V:. Duke, of Los Angeles,
is in the city for a fe. d.iys
visit.
A bachelor's
a
Waterloo,
good
comedy, at thi' K'ks toniglU.
Schli-Kdwanl
of Sun I'rai.-ieNebraska, is a isitor in riant a Ke
tcday.
Do your light cooking by Klcctric- jit;., it is safer. People's Kieeiric
Stniiiiy Co.
Ladies' White Embroidered Dresses, S6.50 value for! .
.
$4.75
P. K. i.ooliingwcl who lives in the
Kstancia vailey, is a business visit-- j
Ladies' All Silk Dresses, $15.00 value, for
$9.45
or here today.
Ladies' All Silk Dresses, SiO.OO value, for
$6.85 t
Telesfor Arrigon. merchant
and
of
in
Valencia
is
county,
jiiincher
ihej
LADIES' BLACK SILK JACKETS, LATEST STYLES, AT
Capital on business.
ONE-HAL- F
THEIR COST.
It is a fact, and a matter of cride
i
m-n
uun
with us that we sell strictly high!
.
......
i ne
.,e..,.eu ,s Memo.
grade candy. We received a fresh as-- !
A
excited dog dashed around the yard,
sortment today. Zook's.
wirii
DRY
GOODS
GO.
mad
DQLF
1.. 11. Tavh.r.
A
fright, and again ran right
whose
is!
spccialtv
"
......
1.
...
..1......
.,.,, m s , v:
..,.,.,..
,,,s ene.uy. j ne
.
selling Goodrich amo tires called upon f
aa CI y -- cvrre in rtia&Ka nut., owners i.e.-,- . tn.inv
Jinn again look
the strangle hold:'1
which he again refused to loosen tin- ancJ yas peJt jn Va&hin! yXr- and Mrs. S. .1." Dradford and
e'.Miss Doiothv tirnwn
tij almost drowned.
.
.
I'pon his sec-- I
itlmnm rmm
Utah
ond release the hound cleflred a ten
Kansas.
are spending a few days in the city.
" "
foot fence and has not been seen or
nr. H. C. Sharp of Winona, Kansas.!
SPECIAL SALE OF
ln(-- '
arii oi since.
it is liiiejy tiwt tne
:"" and wilt apply tor a
Fairbanks, AliiMka, July !) Au earth- ls
dog was attracted within the radlas (,uake occurred here last night. One ''C Pnse to practice medicine in New
of the lion's leash by a pile of green mail was suffocated.
Mexico.
bones which had been picked and
George W. ltridges is in the city
at
Lake
Sa)t
pe)t
from Chi,"8"
laid away by the beast
' t,,f' wast.
Salt. Lake, Utah, July
heavy
Mc.Minn of St. Louis is a Snta
The hay barn of .loo Mahoney earthquakes were recorded
by seismo
caught fire this afternoon and burn graphs at the University of Utah yes-- i Fe visitor.
ed to Mie ground.
It is the sme lerday morning.
George 11. Van Stone of Estaneia is
The first shock was
AT REDUCED PRICES
a. visitor in Santa Fe.
Mr. Van Stone
barn that took fire last week and at I :()(!. The second shock was
at; is si ill
in
cloudthat
wits extinguished
hunand
after
a
more
1:17,
lasted
engaged
denying
than an hour.;
only
dred dollars' worth of hay had been The last shock was so violent that it burst, story.
I'. A. Speckman, formerly ihe edburned.
The ham is worth about threw the pendulum off the drum ol
three hundred dollars, but there was the east and west recorder.
itor of the Estaneia News, which
A Well Selected 5tor.k to Please Every Taste
' changed
b'.iiids recently is a visitor
a little hay in it when it burned toKansas Notices It.
and Every Purse.
The hearse belonging to the
day.
Lawrence, Kims., July 11. Severe here today.
Mahoney
undertaking department earth shocks, 70 minutes in duration,! An entire new program at the Ells
A good show.
was badly scorched.
were recorded on the seismograph at tonight.
THE
CO.
T
M.
i:iii.-Walter A. Weed, of Birmingham, the University cf Kansas beginning!
iimi t.i
...iri.iu ('uiiii.iiiiu, i. t.i. til:
r.j
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
at :1G o'clock yesterday morning. Tne W. Harvey of Vcndura, California,!
Ala., is here for a short visit.
George Harris, of Kl Centro, Cali- center of the disturbance was esti-- ! ;are visiting various places of iuierest!
in and about the city.
mated at 2,800 iniies distance.
fornia, is here prospecting.
C. F. Ellard and Mr. and .Mrs. Wort
Messrs. J. II. and J. S. Williamson,
Disturbances at Spokane.
,
Kdgar Wheeler and A. Mnndell left
Spokane, Wash., July ;t Severe dis-- j .ley Griffith, of Mississippi, are enjoy-summer climate of Santa Fe.
yesterday for a two weeks' hunting turbances were recordi d by the seis-- , ing the
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
in yesterday.
tnograph at Gonzaga college yesterday. iThey came
trip on the Gila.
S. II. Sewall of Cham:i,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Scientists Will Investigate.
Ira O. Wetmore was called to
IN THE UNITED STATES
THERE ARE
Seattle, Wash., July j. Violent dis- are visitors here today. The doctor
Saturday on business.
the sessions of the state;
each year. Your earning power is Hi
V.. M. Killinger and wife returned turbances, lasting from 12:01 to 2:0G 'is attending
medical board in session at the capitoi
certainly worth protection against
from a. several months' visit to San a. m. yesterday, were recorded on the
Don't fail to see the new program
at
the
frequent losses Then is not the
W'hile there Mrs. seismograph
I'niversity of at the Elks
Antonio, Texas.
tonight.
tact that EVERY ILLNESS, whether
CASES OF ILLNESS
Ki'linger had a very serious surgical Washington. The heaviest shock was
from I2:nil to 1:1."., with the most in
Dr. L. G. Rice, well known physi- known or unknown, is covered by
operation performed from which she
tense
clan
and surgeon of Annninerque, and
vibrations
of
shock
this
between
FIDELITY AND CASUALTY DISABILITY POLICY
is slowly recovering.
the
12:01! and 12::, at. which time
the ntemner ol tne state medical board, is
Mrs. J. A. Watkins and daughters,
worthy of careful consideration and consequent action?
in Santa Fe attending the meeting of
needle ran clear off the paper.
Misses Edna and Hess, Mrs. Dick
A large number of government scien- the board.
U.
Hudson and Mrs. I'olts left this morntists will sail from Seattle Tuesday
Sale Aqents in New Mexico
for
Room 8, Capital Cily Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
rr
ing for California.
for Seward there to take passage for "The Famous Cake Box Mixture." We
Ralph C. Ely returned this morn- Kodiak.
have it in four sizes. Zook's Pharmacy,
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
ing from a short business trip to Los
Charles A. Spies and Max Spless of,!
Coast Line is Changing.
"
Angeles.
in
Las
Mr.
the
Permanent alteration in the climate
Vegas, are
city.
Spiers
James E. Irvine went to Silver City ot the Alaskan
coast, the opening ol will attend to legal work in the su-- l
this morning on business.
new fishing banks of uuestimated preme court and will go from here to
D A. Ritcherdson
' '
and Frank Doan va'ue, and the eventual
closing of Taos on legal business.
or El Paso and
L. H. Bozarth
of
Miss Gorman and sisters, Myrtle
ring straits, are among the scienhere yes- tific probabilities now being investi- and Birdie, who have been visiting the
Koswell, passed through
terday in Mr. Ritcherdson's car en gated as the result of the eruption of Misses Gormley for the past week,
route to Douglas, Arizona.
Mount Katmai, a month ago.
left for Raton last evening where they
The Santa Fe has put in a crossing
With the air still clouded with dttsl will visit before returning to Chicago.
of cinders on the Santa Fe road at from the eruption, various
Elegantly Furnished Rooms Tor Rent
geological
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav
its intersection with the new auto parties, and several revenue cutters,
.
are exploring the bottom of the ing all modern conveniences, incltnl
road to
C.
and
W. G. Patterson of Santa Rita is in sea to determine how far submarine ing electric light, steam heat
in
National
has
the
Bank
First
415 Palace Avenue
been changed.
This baths,
Deraing today and has purchased c geography
Phone. W 204
Apply to F. M. Jones.
Ti. L. Miller 100 acres of land several feature of the situation is held to give building.
F. B. Schwentker and family of Agreat importance to the eruption in
mi'es south of Dealing.
"Straw" ThompsQn was brought In- which the immediate damage was lbuquerque arrived last evening in Mr.
and will
to town this morning seriously hurt, slight, and from which there was no Sen vent kcr's Automobile
known loss of life. So far as the spend a few days here for an outby a blow from a sledge hammer, refti
Tt is getting a trifle warm
ceived while ho was working with earth's surface is concerned, the erup ing.
tion was beneficial, the volcanic ash Albuquerque with the needle hovera hay press.
in t
Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns
W. J. Evans has received a tele- - deposited having already stimulated ing around the hight mark.
i
SILVEW.
plant growth.
STERLING
History Now on Sslc Ti. M Read's
Sea May Turn to Land.
Illustrated History of New Mexico, just
Special and Staple Patterns of l!ih fitade Table Silverware.
HAND DECORATED
Geologists assert that the tops ot from press, is now for sale and may
CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
mountains which form the he ordered directly from the author,
Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
KAUNE
H.
GO. submerged
Aleutian islands are rising
steadily or through the Nw Mexican Pi'inting
ft
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
and, after eventually cutting off Ber- Company. Price $10.
ing sea, will continue rising until what
The city today is opening a new
San Francisco.
is now the sea will be replaced by a street across the property
of
the Ti Reliable Jeweler
.
Street
- M JLm
great sweep of land. Recent disturb- Guad'Tupe church from Agua Fria to
ances are attributed by them to pres- Alto street.
The alley across this
sure on the ocean's floor caused by de- property will then be premanently
of
enormous amounts of sedi- closed, the land reverting to the
posit
ment. The floor, they say, bends, and
The new street
Guadalupe church.
j
the craters spout to relieve the pres- will be
feet wide and will be
thirty
sure.
at
well graded by a force of men
work under the orders of the mayor.
AT TESUQLE, FORMER
Will be at their LOWEST Dnrinjr
The Woman's Hoard of Trade will
va
an
.vt
w iu m
Week Beginning
give its annual July dance Friday
PERSONAL INTIGN
night of this week. This is the dance
MER RANCHES COM
the
that should have accompanied
Week
and
BINED.
Flaza fete. Tt was not held during
the Plaza fete because the Spanish
One-ha600
lf
well fenced.
WEATHER
FORECAST.
dance was given. The women are
sell
Denver, Colo., July 9. Xew
working hard to make the dance a big
to
Mexico, tonight and Wednes- - X success and they ask the public
of
poor
We Strongly Advise Buying
Not much change $k patronize it liberally and aid them in
(lay fair.
All
who attend the dance
in temperature.
their work.
for Preserving.
fre assured of a most enjoyable evenlAKS
1
J
ing for there will be a good Hoor, good
Loans.
Native Antique Hand Made Copper music and dainty refreshments.
more
for
Hetties for sale at GOEBEL.S.
before
Miss A. A. Jones, is a visitor in the KANSAS FARMERS SEND
OUT CRY FOR HELP.
Gallup.
you city15, from
Jacohson of Reien is in the city
Farm Hands are Offered From Two
on a business trip.
to Three Dollars a Day If They Will
Ice cream pure and delicious. Served
Go At Once to Help Harvest Big
in
it.
our
fountain
at
want
any way you
price.
Wheat Crop.
Or delivered to your home. Zook's.
C. H. Ortiz, rancher of Villanusa, is (By Special Leased 'W'lrp to New Mcstfa.t)
NEW MEXICO
HISTORY
a visitor here today.
Kansas City, July 9. "Send he' p. '!
E. C. Fremont of El Paso is in the This is the word received front many
desections of Kansas where wheat is
city on a short business trip.
The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the
W. J. Stehle is in Santa Fe from ready to be harvested and the neces-eflr- y
tails of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
hands cannot be employed. MesMr. Read
Albuquerque today on business.
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as
Jane Nelson is in Santa Fe from sages received today say Pawnee
We Have Our First Arrival of
in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
is
county must have three thousand men
her home at Phoenix, Arizona.
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large
CANTALOUPES
and the free help emA New Program at the Elks tonight. Immediately
readable type,
Don't miss it.
ployment bureau here is doing all it
From Imperial Valley. They Are Fine
SPKC'l A.L PRICES TO EDUCATORS. INSTITUTIONS. ETC.
Thomas Gray of Lafayette, Indiana, can to secure the desired help. Besides Pawnee county many other secis a business visitor in the city.
THE HISTORY oTedYcaTiON IN NEW MEXICO
tions of Kansas have asked that harC. W. Poley of Bou'der, Colorado,
A Concise HI tory of the Important Part that Education Meant to the Settlement
is in Santa Fe on a short business vest hands be rushed there. Already
pham- KAUNE
and l?rowth of Our State. Uy Mr. Read, in a
H.
been
sent
men
hundred
twelve
have
trip.
let. something that should be in every home in the State. Price.
;
bureau.
Mrs. H. H. Hedenden of Deming, to the fields through the
Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address the
Farmers are offering from $2.50 to
Luna county, is in the city for a short
1"
3.00 a day for men if they will come
author, BENJAMIN M. READ. Santa Fe.
visit.
x .for
once
the
W.
ot
Dr.
T. Jayner, member
at
Cabinet

three
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slGreat Bargains

fight

i

Does a General Banking

It.

I

FURNITURE

RS-WAGN-

i

1

'

j

Ros-we-

SURETY BONDS

-

REAL ESTATE

I

j

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property. We have every- Investments.
thing in the line of First-Cla'St

JM

-

;

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico119 San Francisco St.,

MULLIGAN

r

WEET PEA

-

k RIS

s

Day or Night Phone, 139 Red.

66-6-

JAMES

Cai-ne-

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Z

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

ss

JI

19,000,009

!

j

Next Door to Postoffice.

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

When Your Glasses Break

iI

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

H

VONT ry

C

EAB CASE
1.1

U

BY FIRST MAIL.

July

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
Just Received, a New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes
You Are
Cordially Invited toj
Call andj
Inspect Them.

B.TONNIES,

f

8

5.

SEND THEM TO

WORK RETURNED

McCONVERY,

1

tJtMjLj

I

trees, small fruits.
health.
owing to

Sixty acres
fruit
under ditch.
must
owner
Present
Inquire

LEONARD,

Let us have your order
full crate er
three
The
wanted.
days
to
what
get
way
only
want and have them nice
and fresh and at the right

City Property and

Oar Vegetable Line Is

LLUSTRATED

Tpl
Vl

READ'S:

of

Always Complete.

204 W. Palace Ave

CIA

jlfl
4IUUU

I
f
I

FIRST-P- J

ASS UACK

For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICrS

HACK LINE

Buggies and Saddle Hones:::

'

SRRVICR

THEODORE CORK I CK,

Phone Black 9.

-

Prop' i

J'

S.

a

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
t
Safe Quality.

paper-houn-

,

entc
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MEXICAN, SAXTA FE. X. M.

The Switzerland of America.

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Dally at Slate Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
4Kes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO IVEXICANO.
Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
President
ERONSON CUTTING
Editor
J. WIGHT Gl DDI NG3
Associate Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
General Manager
CHARLES M. STAUFFER

THE NEW

PE

SAXT.Y

MEXICAN

FIRST

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week oy carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
Ihitly, per quarter, by carrier. .. ?1. flit
65
Daily, per mouth, by mail

Daily, per year, by
i:aiy, six mouths, by mail
Weekly, six aonths
Weekly, . er year
Weekly, per iuu.rter

VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.
Valley Ranch. N. M.,
July S, 1!12.
A number of Santa Feans spent
J.
yesterday on the Vpper Peeos.
K. Clark and wife find family
with

Miss Ashton motored over to Valley
Ranch, Miss Ashton remaining there
to take a trip firther up, to the Har- Frank Owen and
vey ranch later.
his family were on the Pecos on a
fishing trip, as was Natlnui Salmon

with a party among whom was Sher- iff Closson. while Miss Windsor and
Miss Beach stopped in on their way
u; to the Panehuelo Station,
The day was ideal and the fishing
perfect.

IrfmarksJ
tin

Then Joe Sena came along and closet!
the shutters, and "dear"' moved over
to the doorway which was tilled. The

WHITE DECLARES

$:.U0
$2.50
1.00
2.00
50

'&i

IS THERE

"HOSTILITY

BANK

NATIONAL

TO CAPITAL?-- '

ng

money-transmitti-

OFFICERS.
v lim v (LUSDana watcnea me
ms
a
proceedings ay
Mr. Daniel Guggenheim, departing on his annual trip abroad, left be- 1
the hellish
then
and
R. J. PALEN, President.
prrhensiveiy
J. B. READ. Cashier.
"
hind his customary "interview" in the form of a monologue on the condition i
KANSAS
side of the domesticity business was
L. A. HUGHES,
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
o the country lie is leaving behind.
He has a vision of "prenatal proscast a withWe presume Jack C n'lcy now put in exhibition. "Dear"
scorn
upon
ering glance of censuring
perity'' waiting to be born and to "grew into the greatest this country has spells it Loss Vegas.
her husband, slipped her hands in the
iOT BOLT
by "tin:
t;ver experienced," if it is not prevented from seeing t he light
ON
pockets of her linen duster
- capacious
Profact
to
he
even
have
We
ascribes
the
To
unreasonable
that
note
this
capital."
they
present
antagonism
lend walked away in sulky silence. He
in
National
the
that we are loaning and investing money abroad instead of using it "for gressive educators
followed with that meek air which i
Association.
of the political situation and of
the development of our country."
all a man has handy on occasions of The Reason Is That Repuhli
this kind and tried to tell her how it
the hostile attitude of the country toward capital," he says, "the foreign
can Party fs Progressive
'
As between the aeroplane, the lir- - happened. The last I saw of him hs
countries that formerly loaned us nit ney in large amounts and made large
a
air
with
alone
was
and It Is Up to Taft Men
dejected
sitting
to tin o nn as fiivni-ahltrrmi as tnrmprlv " Snetlltilltr nf the1'"'1'1'' billoon and one Of tllO.iC f astern
rood :)lc lamilv staring at the relics in the cabinets
the
lines,
it
ih.ue
to Do the Bolting.
railroad construction that is "going on at a tremendous rate in Canada,1
ir the room, ruminating.
!:'rs i our choice.
he says
while we do not hear of much new lailroad construction Here,
"Dear" stood at a distance, sulking,
AVfliam
mac uie unwise si rue which nas u en going on lur some years auu mnn New York has just discovered
Emporia, Kansas, July
a piesenting a figure like a sack of
who
a dotprrent farrnr of tremendous rnso ti,;it h
i.Mtml .,t riilcnim. i
was recently
mi tl.o eonrt ilnr- - 'eal enwrapped in a linen lumona, i.m- Allen unite, autlior and eunoi
TheoU
a
from
received
a
1'
stone
has
litre.
telegram
"J
Wpdless to
moment."' Again he said, "we have had four years of bitter and unreason-- , kets for ninety years.
The Bystander wondered what, kind dore Roosevelt explaining that where
S. A. AKINS,
'say it was not a divorce case.
Proprietor.
iug hostility to capital, and the result is painfully apparent.'
of domesticity that was and how the the Republican organization is really
of
.Mr.
is
his
the
in
that
(luggenheim
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Howe,
wealthy retired fitritu v, roientiy spent
l.' in one of the strange t humane
ads ever heard of in this country.
,,
a v,.;,r aKOi ,.,,,.
All,
gave up
inn, Howe so'd 10 another farmer
a team of sleek old work horses that
he had raised from coits. lie sold the
horses for $ 00, with a written agree-- j
nit nt, signed by a number of witness."
that the purchaser should keep the
animals in as fat am! good condition
as he received them. A clause in the
contract gave Howe ilie privilege of
buying back the animals at the sum-.price he sold them in ease there was
any violation by the purchaser.
Several days ago, Howe found that
the man to whom he sold the horses
was working them so hard that they
were getting very poor and had sores
m their shoulders.
He demanded tho
horses hack, and, it is said, the man
who had them refused to give them up.
Howe then went to Cue sheriff and
showed him the contract. Alter reading the document the sheriff went out
with Howe to the farmer's home and
advised the man to sell Hum back.
The man gave up the horses alter
Howe had paid him $luu and then
found a man who agreed for ?: in
shool the animals and bu'-- them.
.1.
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If yon Mant special advice write to
Lydia E. I'inkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter wili
be opened, reatl and answered by a
trontau and held iu strict conlMov.w.

NEW OIL WELL NEAR TOLA R.
The well on the Homer Smith plac
which was started pumping a few cussiou but we will slate that now is
days ago has gone far beyond all ex-- j the time to gri bus f to be ready for
pectatious in the supply of water. Mr. next season.
Smith states that when all is in good
working order the pump actually
throws 500 gallons per minute.
j
ly.
The disclosure of this fact is open-- j
Wife Xo.
sa.vs she was tnld by
Palace.
Overley and his lawyer that if sum ing the eyes of many homesteaders in
Dr. and Mis. H. S. Small, Chama.
would come to St. Joseph and sue for this shallow water hell, and niany
V. C. Kelly. Kansas
realize that they have been sleeping
City.
a divorce Overly would
pay all ex- - on their
Mis. H. H. liedenden. Deining.
all these years. They
i.ii.-rtiiu Hoiiiu give
her money have maderights
Miss A. A. Jones, Gallup,
little progress at dry farm-- i
enough to enable her to return to
;
Denver and keep her comfortably. Her mg and the land still remains unde- lup.
C. E. Iiw!er, Albuquerque.
and
unmuch
of
it
veloped
practically
application was not contested,
alDr. 11. C. Shaip, .Minima, Kans.
though Overley's lawyer was iti the salable, while the water is but a few
M. S. (!roes, Carlsbad.
feet beneath the surface and easy of
court, room during all the proceedDr. L. (i. Rice, Albuquerque.
sufficient to make this same
ings. The charges were desertion and access,
old land worth $1.00 per acre.
Dr. W. T. .layuer, Roswell.
Just
nonsupport.
think what it means to a farmer to
Mervin Ganyord, Yendara, Calif.
Today Mrs. Overiey-Clarapplied to have 1(10 acres all under
1. P. Bliss, Yendara,
Calif.
irrigation in
me court to have the decree
set thh community.
F. W. Harvey, Yendarn, Calif.
aside.
O. L. Bent, Los Angeles, Calif.
Space will not permit lengthy dis- Woodward Y. Duke, Pasadena.
C. E. Ellard, Mississippi.
Mr. and Mrs. Wormley Griffith, Mis
sissippi.
Charles A. Spioss. Las Yegas.
Max Spiers, Las Vegas.
F. li. Schmentker and family Albu- querqne.
Tronias F. Gray, Lafayette.
IT WAS DIFFERENT.
Montezuma,
ment of oil in this section, was here
J. E. Brown, Las Vegas.
The Grady Record
this Wednesday and made permanent arthought
K. E. Fremont, El Paso.
way about it; While we werj en- rangements to
begin the work of
A. Bare, Denver.
Fink
all
the
joying
deligius of the uay drilling within fifteen days.
G. H. Van Stone, Estancia.
mire was some one in Las Vegas who The first lest well will he drilled
Edw. S. Schley, Sun
Neb.
a uui MU..6 such a
pieusir.i liiue. at un tlity. ten miles west of Lake- - C. W. Paley, Boulder.Prairie,
woou on l tie iract of land formerly
AY. B. McCausland,
Denver.
RIGHT YOU ARE.
owned by .1. E. Hooten. This well is
W. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
The editor of the Carruozo News to go down :;,0()0 feet, unless oil in
L. H. Taylor, Goodrich Tires.
relieves himself 01 the following: A paying ouainity is struck before reachGeorge W. Bridges. Chicago.
a
in
that
court
room
This contract was
lawyer
depth.
may call a ing
,T. H. West,
Denver.
man a .liar, scounurci, vidian or thief, let 10 R. .1. Bigelow & Son, the
pallets
P. M. McMinn, St. Louis.
and no one manes complaint when being signed and witnessed WednesH. W. Brock, Buckman.
court adjourns. It a newspaper prints day, and the work of drilling is to be
Jane Nelson, Phoenix.
within
fifteen
begun
a
such
rellection on a .nun s ciiaracdays from the
B. Jacobson, Belen.
r
tne
ter there is a libel suit or a dead Elpn,ng
('0irart.
Coronado.
editor.
This is owi.ig to the fact' The signing of this contract has
F. K. Ixmkinghill, Estancia.
caused
the
considerable
that
enthusiasm
P. A. Speckman, Estancia.
peopie beneve what ail editor says :
among those interested in oil developTelesforo Arngon, Belen.
ment, and Mrs. Williams is to be comC. H. Ortiz, Villanneva.
mended for her untiring zeal in workTHEY DANCED AT ELKINS.
A DESPERATE
"lu ine might lexicon of youth ing the matter up. She is very enthusCHARGE.
there is no sucn word as tail," ana iastic, and confidently looks forward
to
favorable results.
when the Misses Hazel Smith and
Lansing. Mich., July 0. A good joke
Small quantities of oil have been is being related on citizens west of
Rniiietta Cave and Jesse Finlay, in
have heard
going to a dance one uay last week, found in a number of wells in this the city.
Neighbors
loiuid the Pecos at the Flato crossing vicinity, and oil experts who have vis- strange noises emanating from an old
too high for tordins; in a wagon, thee ited here, have expressed the belief abandoned house and have seen mysunhitched their horses and leaving that oi! in Pa'inS quantities will some terious shadows fitting about the
the wagon, crossed on horse
back. ,t,!iy be foi"ldpremises for several
l''s. Finally
Should
Mrs. Williams'
The return trip was made in the same
venture: one of them put aside pride and noti
manner in the "Wee snia' hours o' the !roVe successful, and everybody fied the sheriffs force. Expecijng to
hopes that it will, it will mean an disclose a band of counterfeiters or
night."
unprecedented
boom, not only for something worse the minions of the
ANOTHER DELAY.
j.Lakewood and the srrounding country, law moved on the place in full force.
A quick charge revealed a cow quietly
The matter of the bond for $10,000 ''llt for ttlP entire Pecos valley.
chewing her cud under an old tree.
came up again in the district court of .Lakewood Progress,
As the animal is a strange one she apthe first district at Santa Fe before
A LONG SLED TRIP,
parently wandered from a farm. She
Judge Herbert C. Abbott last Satur-- j
is being held by the officers to await
E'i A. Smith, representing mail
ap- day.
Attorneys for Lincoln,
to the court for another de'ay riers, and his brother Charles Smith, identification.
in which to prepare the bond called were in Santa Rosa Saturday night
HOME ENDORSEMENT.
for by the court and which is to In- - with a sled drawn by a number of
The brothers left Cape Xome,
demuify the county and contractor for dogs.
Home endorsement, the public ex the delay in the construction of the Alask-a- , November 14th, 1905, arrived
o!
foiiu re peupie, siiiunu
piessioii
ill Washington, D. C, on February 20, be evidence beyond dispute
county buildings at Carrizozo.
for every
It was the order of the coy.it that 1907, delivered a message from the Santa Fe reader.
Surely the experl- Lincoln be allowed until Thursday, Supreme Judge of Xome, Alaska,
er.ee of friends and neighbors, cheer11th day of July in which to pro- - diessed Teddy Roosevelt, Xew York, fully given by them will carry more
dune the required additional bond in Leaving there and making the 48 weigh than the utterances of stranthe matter. Carrizo-- o Outlook.
slate capitals of the union, and cov- - gers residing in faraway places. Read
jering over 4.1,700 miles to date. the following:
THEY LIKE THE CAPTAIN.
When they started they had ten Es- J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Speaking of Wi'l Brogan's connec-- ' kimo dogs but at the present time Fe. N. Mex., says: "I have used Doan's
tion with the New Mexican, the Pecos they have only one left of the original Kidney Pills off and on for two years
He is and they have done me a world of
Valley News says: Capt. Brogan, team whose name is "Jack."
A dull pain in tbe small
of
"Sunny Bill" Brogan, or "Handsome not used now, is eleven years old, good.
William" Brogan as he is variously and stands the hot weather all right. my back, sometimes extending Into
my bladder caused me a great, deal
knwn, is one of the best newspa-- ; The trip is a wager of $25,500 ne- of
trouble particularly when I tool;
per men Xew Mexico has ever seen tween the mail carriers and the
I was mostly bothered in the
and with his coming the New Mexi- - miners of that country, and the boys cold.
wn rounds out a staff that is hard have until November 14th, 1912, to winter, and in addition to the pain
California.
It. has been the privilege of reach Sacramento,
At in my back, there were symptoms of
to beat.
inflammation of the bladder. The kidthe editor of the News to make Bro- - present they have seven dogs of
highly colored
the ney secretions were
is on a par with his newspaper lens breeds picked up through
and when passing were attended with
between
states.
the
Tuciimcarl
Sun
The
The
adds:
work.
wager
a scalding pain. I never used another
There is no doubt that Cap. Brogan miners and mail carriers is that the
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
ls"Sunny" and no one who knows miners bet $25,500 that a sled could Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved to
him will for a moment fail to recog- - not be carried overland through the be Just the medicine
my case required
nize that he will be a valuable acqui- - United States in good shape from
and the complete cure they brought
The
outfit has led me to recommend them on
to the New Mexican, but we aska to Sacramento.
can't see how even a newspaper man weighs COO pounds, the traveling is more than one occasion."
can accuse Billy of being handsome. by night on account of weather. They
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
average thirty to forty miles per day. cents.
Co., Buffalo,
AFTER OIL.
jThe outfit left Santa Rosa for Las Xew York, sole agents for the United
Mrs. L. J. Williams, who haa been Vegas Sunday, from whence they go States.
Remember the name Dean's and
industriously engaged in taking oil to Santa Fe. The sled is on wheels,
Santa Rosa Sun.
take no other.
leases and working for tbe develop-j

Hotel Arrivals,

:

k

'

.

Foster-Mllbur-

n

Visible

Typewriter

j

TYPEWRf TERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nevk
itiooonit ana supyiaicii iuriusneu.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchange.!
rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewrites guar
Santa Fe Typewriter
anteed.
Ex
change. Phone 231.

OUR CREDENTIAL.
The Scoundrel who colleceled
fees in advance is a costly advertisement for the Santa Fe Business
vcrelary.
All men are not alike, for
College.
.
we
can
refer
you to pupils in every
P.
O. E.
5.
Wo
stale from the Pacific to here.
460, l. P. O. L hold
have not
East or North of ColoSanta Fe Lodga .
i. regular session c rado, or south of New Mexico. Prothe second and four! fessor Norton is paid by the English
of
enc Institute, the owners of the copyrigb'",
Wednesday
TEACHERS
the new
month. Visiting hroii to teach
em are Inviteu a:, A. 11. C. shorthand.
He is under
to remain in Santa Fe this yeer
welcome.
FRANK T. BLAND Y,
tint at tip. least, prolnblv until half
Exalted Ruler.
of 101:!: anway finish all the pupils
P. M. A. LI EN A U,
he enrolls.
Thre is ample time to
Secrelary. become dexterously clover before he
leaves this slate for the next one,
Texas. Procrastination creeps in, tini
Sa n t a F e Cam
the fear thev aie going to be swind13.")14,
M.
W. A.
insets second 'fuse led again: bat this is ignorance, nervousness and an insult to an Kng'ish-man- .
day each month,
He will refuse to accept anoal meeting tLir
at Fire other pupil from one who has his
Tuesday
Wo lake weekly payments,
man's Hall. Visi' doubts.
Some
Thomases.
ing neighbors welcome.
(fiom
doubting
A. G. WHITTIEB, Ci csul
suitable person will he appointed to
CHaS. A FJSIXG, Clerk.
conduct this college, as we never close
a branch once organized by Professor
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA Norton. Let. the Till and Mh grades
Iloids its learn shorthand and typewriting dur- Lodge No.
regular meeting on the first! iS tbe vacation, that they may take
Thursday of each month at teaehers talk, pass their examinations
Fireman's ball at 7:30 n. m. much easier, and be able to accept a
Visiting brothers ate invited and wel situation when they leave the grades
come.
or High school. If they don't they are
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
apt, fo drive a wagon, or work in
DAVID GONZALES,
Such failures find their
a laundry.
level. It is the one who knows more
Secretary.
thai earns more.
F. W. FARMSR
See the printed testimonials from
Homesterd No
those in the West, of the V. S. A. the
2879.
past eight years. Professor Wood,
Brotherrood ot recently the superintendent of the
and
American Yeorv.
High school is now at liberty,
Meets First Fri almost free of his duties from the
day of the month Board of Education. All business subat the Fireman's jects are taught in the college; ArithSpelling, PuncHail. H. Fureindi. metic, Penmanship,
English, SiKinish,
A. E. P. Robinson. tuation, Grammar,
Typewriting,
Cor. iec. Fred f. Shorthand, Blindfolded
and all other subjects by arrangeAlarifl.
ments.
ODD FELLOWS,
Xo. 2, I. O. O. F.
George L. Ilighie, Man'on, Mich.,
Santa Fe Lodge used Foley Kidney Pil s for kidney
meets regularly and bladder trouble. He says:
i
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock find for my case no other medicine
in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth- cq'ials Foley Kidney Pills for beneers always welcome.
ficial effect." They are a safe and
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
Contain no harmful
and rheumatism.
TABLE ALL
drugs. Sold by all druggists.
Pu-pil- 's

eon-tra-

1

NEWS OF THE STATE

r

re--

post-o- n

For sale cheap. Perfect condi-- j
tion and does splendid writing,
Could ship on approval and tria'.
Write to CHAS. V. RICK ART'
Rosedale, Kansas.

C.

Fe ixflge c
Santa
14C
No.
Perfection
1.
degree. Ancient and Ai
cepted Scottish Rite o
Free Masonry meeu r.i
the third Monday of each niontl
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening li
MaEonic Hall, south
side ot Plazk
(Visiting FoitlSii Rite Masons ar cor
invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Marte'i
HEXRT S . STEPHENS, 32
i

either at

VOll RKXT-- X;
e rooms furnished
for iight liiaisi'i.ee; irg. wi.h bath. Up
stairs, over store. Frank Andrews.

Oliver

oden

Lyndon, Ky. "I have been taking
Lydia E.Finkham's Vegetable Compound
for headaches, neuralgia pttins, backache,
nervousness and a general run clown condition of the system, and am entirely relieved of these troubles. I recommend
your remedies to my friends and give
you permission to publish what I write. "
Mrs. H. VonRoden, Lyndon, Ky
When a woman like Mrs. Von Rorlen
is generous enough to write such a lot- tar as the above for publication, she
should at least be given credit for a
sincere desire to help ether suffering
women.

Kinder

l.e s.

fit

g

p. m

H.Von R

itimch

Elenantty Furnrsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly fnrni-heand hav-nall modern conveni'Tices, including
electric light, steam te at and baths,
in the First National Rank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.

p m.
CHAS. A. WHKELUX,

W. H. KENNEDY, E.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecordar.

n nirs.

Co.

.V-

fi io liiis oi.ir.
Li, si
u e or on hi ivets.

"Fe Clsfipter
A. M.
Regula
convocation s t-- c o n i

.T-

at on
LOST

M

Sar.ia
1.

ft it iale-- Two story resilience on
iilare avemie. Lot i",'L24l) feet. O. C.

j

7.30.

ALAN R. M. COHD, W.
E LINNKV, Secreut.-y- .

Mil m

var-alit- y

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from slandatd eastern

tvoei'.

F.

A..

commun
Regular
cation first '.i.rnl
of each
Mafouie - Had

i

I

Department.
Through Academic course, prepar-teyoung men for college or business
lift. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in tbe
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation ot 37uil
teet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the

No. 1.

mm m

4

ad-th- e

The

KY.I

t
--

d

New Mexico Military

Montezuma

Recommends Lydia E. Pink
Farmer ham's Vegetable Compound
First Wife Found Henry Wealthy Retir
tor Backache, NervousFound His Oid Team SadOverly With Another
ness, Headaches.
ly Used and He Paid $150
Family When She Believin Order ta Have Them Put
ed He Was Dead'rid to
Out of Their Misery The
Sue Him For Divorce.
Sheriff Aided Him.

St. Joseph. Mo.. .Inly 9. Nearly
31
li 10
forty years after she had lust seen
1) 35
42
6 ft"
T.v
..
li 05
.... .... her husband in Western Kansas, Mrs
t) Ar
ifi
0
Ar u J5
Mary Overly, or Clark, us she li:id
i.v .. KAtou, N.M 7
9 5
'"ftfin Housibeen
nt 111
tiown a quarter of ;i
s
9 07
43
Sflw.ini
ii.i.rm u..u living at liigelow, Mo., mar- '! 05
.
8 50
65
Junction
Koeblnr
m
8 20
li 35
Colfax
neii again aim with u lamily tiy ni.s
3 U3
8 02
76
OnrrosOSO
second wife.
3 i
7 45
82
Lv
.... ....
Ar
Oimrn,n
8 30
5 no
Ar am
Last week Mrs. Clark, under the
l.v
Ulniarroo
3
4 5?
Nasb
name of Overly, was granted a divorce
4S
4 44
Harlan
4 05
4 25
M
ITtS Park, N. M...Lv
Ar
by Judge W. K. Amiek. from Henry
C. Overly, who is a railroad man at
pm
Now she wants the divorce
Biselow.
annulled on the grounds that she tesConnects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
tified falsely in the hearing.
Stage for Van Houten, X. M me ets trains at Preston, N. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for E lizabethtown, X. M., at 9 a. m., daily
According to Mrs.
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of bag- story, overly left her in Western Kangage carried free.
sas in 1X72 to come to Missouri, and
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, X. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.;
when she did not hear from him she
m.
fro:n the south at 4:38 a.
made an investigation and reached the
(1) Daily.
conclusion that he had been murdered
F. M. W ILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
by the notorious Bender
family, at
General Passenger Agent. whose home in
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
Franklin county, Kan- sax, so many travelers had been put
out of the way after they had been rob
bed.
Later she removed to Denver,
which was her home until several
weeks ago.
Early last month, Mrs. Overly-Clarlearned through a childhood friend
that her first, husband was living at
liigelow, and she opened a correspondence with him.
she says he invited
her to come to liigelow and make Levi
BtflllUUI IliUVIUUD III
home with his family,
representing
that she was his sister. Overly sent
her money upon which to make the
trip and she soon reached his house.
But life Caere didn't, suit the first Mrs.
Overly, now Co years old, and she told
the second Mrs. Overly and her children of her real relationship to Over-

Diverse Routes
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LOCAL TRAIN

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(01597:)

The following are the time tabie
of the local railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."

Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect w.ih Xo. o
westbound and Xo. lu eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12: lu
p. m.

Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with Xo. 1 westbound and No
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. cn
Leave Santa Fe at G:20 y. m. to co
nect. with Xo. 7 westboun i and 'o. 4
1:

eastbound
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:3i
p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at
.

S

.,K-- j

T.O

n enn

n. m
,,

-

11:30

D. & h. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:05 e. m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north

4

2

4

4

4

t
for the Belen
and Pecos Valley points should no
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as
heretofore. Connection leaves Alh-.querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:2'

a. m.

4

4

4

p. m.

Passengers

4

2

4

westbound.

Returning, arrive at Santa F?,

78.
Small Holding Claim Xo.
Department of the Interior,
L'nited Slates Land Office.
Santa Fe, X. M., June 4, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of bis intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
eections Hi and 17 of the act of March
Z, 1S91
0G Stats., 851) as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at
Cuba. Xew Mexico, on July 15, 191",
viz: Larl 1!. Young, of Senorito, Xew
SE
SE
Mexico, for the SW
S
S. 34
SW
SE
SE
T. 22 X., R. 1W., SW
X.
NE
X
S
NE
SE
SE
NE
W
NW
NE
XE
NE
SE
W
XE
SE
XE
(
XE
XE
SE
XE
SW
NE
XE
XB
E
SE
NVY
Sec. 3, T. 21 X R. 1 W.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual
continuous adverse possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Edubigen G irule, Agapita Garcia,
of
.Tata, Xew Mexico, Hilario
E. A. Miera, of Cuba, Xew Mex-

cut-of-

1

4

4

2

4

4

4

4

Ii

Lu-ter-

ico.

Any person who desires to protest
NEW MEXICO Ct.JTRAL RY
Leave 12:45 p. ra., connects with against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
Xo. 4 east and 1 south and west.
of tbe
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connectiont under the laws and regulations
Interior Department why such proof
from Xo. 3 east.
should not be allowed will be given
an opportunity at the above mentionSummer colds are hard to get rid of, ed time and place to
and frequently lead to asthma, bron the witnesses of said claimant, and to
chitiB and hay fever. Do not let your offer evidence in rebuttal of that subcold get a hold on you, but use Foley's mitted by claimant
Honey and Tar Compound for quick
MANUEL R. OTERO,
relief.
W. H. Allen, Chelsea, Wis.,
Register.
says: "We prefer Foley's Honey aud
If you use embossed stationery, you
Tar Compound to other cough medicines because it quickly cures coughs can do no better than placing your orand colds. It will ward off a cold if der with the New Mexican Printing
Cal., formerly of this city, who has prices will be quoted upon request
Contains no opiates. Onr stvies and 'orais are strictly up
taken in time.
to data.
Sold by all druggists.
cross-examin- e
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What is the difference between
meat shop and a bake shop!

The Home of Quality Groceries
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form, will carry seats. It is expected
that the platform will enable passengers to cross town from the subway
to the Pennsylvania station in about
d
of the time of the surface
cars.
Warships Furnish Strikebreakers.
The steamship Cristobal of the Pan-

PLATFORM

A

WS&SGSNE WITHOUT AECOHOL.

Recently it has been definitly proven by experiments on animals that alcohol
lowers the germicidal power of the body and that alcohol paralyzes the white
corpuscles of the blood and renders them unabie So take up and destroy disease germs
Disease germs cause the death of over
cf the human race.
A blood medicine, made entirely without eicchoi, which is a pure
SUBWAY
yccric extract of roots, such as Bioodroot, Queen's root, Golden Seal root, Mandrake
Stone root, has been extensively sold by druists for the pr.st forty years as and
Pierce's Golden Medicel Eiscovery. The refreshing influence of this extract is like
ama Railroad company
sailed for Nature's
influence the blood is bathed in tba tonic which gives. Site to the blood
Colon with a full complement of men the vital fires of the body bum
brighter and their increased ixtiviiy consumes the
DaXorth
the
supplied by
tissue rubbish which has accumulated during the Tviatvr.
battleship
Iikota, which recently arrived at the
Pr' - X- - Ficrcci'the founder cf ths Invalids' Hotel and
The steamship
S'jrSiel Institute, end a physician of Jorge experience and
Brooklyn Navy Yard.
Panama will sail this afternoon with
practice, was the first to make up an Alterative Extract of
Will Be Under Thirty-Fourt- h
w'thout a Part''ie of alcohol or narcotic.
a full, crew of which about fifty sailors
IS? tno "It to with the 1pratest of pleasure, that I
to let you Icnow of
and Will Facilitate and firemen have been furnished by V&S's
groat oenel.t relieved from the usu of your mcdidiies and self.
Xorth Dakota. The enlisted men
wnics jurs. WM.MEVES,of kadysmith, B.C. I sufTraffic Greatly, Is General the
fered for throe years from a runnir.fr sore. Consulted four doctors but
are taking the place of members of
- - '
r.
rinany i wes toiu l was in consump-- i.
Belief Warships Furnish the Maine Firemen and Water Tendwculd
to consult a Boecialist
'
lmafa
my ear, that the
u.
um
ue cut out Deiore the woundconcerning
ay
would heal. A kind f riond
In one the goods are rare; in the
't
and
Union
Coast
the
Atlantic
er's
Strike-Breakeadvised me to write to Dr. Pierce, which I did. and after seven
Boats
for
months'
us of the treatment the sore is healed, and I
for
Union, who are striking
other, well done!
enjoy better health than
ever did. 1 dressed tna wound with Or. Pierce's
Salve
Inheritunion
of
and
the
better
to Panama Astor
took the Golden Medical Discovery' and 'Pleasant Pellets' for and
recognition
my
1 shall always recommend your medicines.
troubles.
conditions aboard ship.
ance Tax Still Remains The state
Dr.
Pierce's
Mrs.
Pleasant
IlKYta.
Pellets
will
not
liver
take
and bowels.
regulate
comptroller
any steps for the appraisal of the esUnpaid.
tates of John Jacob Astor, Isador
Improve Their Rarity
By Good Cooking
Stppus, ,and Benjamin Guggenheim, Italians at the end of the war. An WHERE CASH MAKES YOU THE
(Our New York Letter.)
GAINER.
of the Titanic disaster, until Italian officer assured the writer that
victims
New York, July 9. By laying out a
it would produce
three crops of
V. Sparks, manager of the People's
rente for a moving platform subway the attorneys representing those estates show an inclination to invoke wheat a year and two of grapes. It Electric Supply company, having
under Thirty-fourtThe Best Results!
Street, the public j the
law, which authorizes a discount needs only irrigation and the water taken the agency for Tungsten Lamps
service commission brings the city '
5 per cent if the transfer is paid for that is found a few feet under the
will be able to buy in consignment
The of
nearer such means of transit.
of
within six months after death.
It is surface.
lots, the same grade of Tungsten
isaid
tax
from
es
the
state
the three
If these hopes are realized the mi- lamps heretofore handled at a lower
west side of Third avenue to a point
will Sgure and will sell these lamps for
between Eighth and Ninth avenues, tates will be from between five and gration of tlaiians to America
ILong
six million dollars.
and it does not form part of the
diminish, the lide being di- cash at the following reduction:
greatly
Is
Mrs. Leeds at Father's Bedside,
dual system of subways which
verted with increased volume to
23 watt Tungsten Lamp, old price
Mrs. William D. Leeds, who was Tripoli.
the city is to give the lnterborough
Labor will become scarcer S5 cents, new price CO cents.
And You'll Bob Up
and the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com-- j hastily summoned from Europe a few and
not
only
wages
higher
4i)watt Tungsten Lamp, old price
panies.
days ago, because of the illness of her where cheap labor is the secret of $1.00, new price, 75 cents.
For the wiiole distance of the line father, W. C. Stewart, arrived here the present imnense production of
fin watt Tungsten Lamp, old price,
Next Meal !
Mr. Stewart is out of in- lemons and of the low
on both sides there will be a station-- . last night.
price at which $1.25, new price $1.00.
it
and
mediate
is
expected they can be sold.
The moving platform
danger
law platform.
100 watt Tungsten Lamp, old price
will be divided into three sections, a that he will recover soon.
effects
labor
the
of
new price $1.35.
What
$l.S5,
supply
A Raise For Stock Exchange
slow moving section npxt to the sta130 watt Tungsten Lamp, old price
Sicily is of great importance to Amsection
The
second
Employees.
tionary platform.
of lemons, as Sicily $2.50, new price $2.00.
All employees of the Xew York erican producers
will move at double the speed of the
230 watt Tungsten Lamp, old price,
is
of
the lemon industry
center
the
Phone 92.
man
first, and the inner, or high speed plat siock Kxrnnnge wilt receive
new price $3.00.
of
of
number
The
lemon
world.
the
$3.25,
crease in wages July 13.
The raise
. -.
rif
in Sicily is more than twelve
- .1
trees
The
profit on tliese lamps at the
said
It
is
aiKHii
,,;iu persons
aliens
to be the first general increase fo times the number in California. The above figure, is quite small, but the
thirty years and comes as the result Sicilian groves occupy a strip along people will be the gainers if they buy
When lamps are bought
of the higher cost of living. One pro-- j the island, widening inland where for cash.
Sometimes the on credit the old prices will prevail.
vision of the increase is based ort fertile valleys occur.
use on
Lamps
length of service, a
period o! groves ascend the mountains to a These Tungsten
'tservice entitling the ordinary em- height of a thousand feet.
third as much current, by actual test,
In
as the old style carbon lamp.
ployee to an increase of $5 per month,
can
j
one
dollar
for
words
you
oilier
Italy Hands Us Lemons.
STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING.
three times as much light with
Italy hands us more lemons, speakA meeting of the stockholders of the have
than
not
and
ing literally
We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
slangily,
the
Lamp as you can have
Tungsten
was
does all the rest, of the world outside New Mexican Printing Company
with the old style
same
the
for
price
when the new manwe refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
our own domain.
The eastern half of held last evening
new carbon light.
control.
The
assumed
agement
the X'nitod States is almost wholly
slightly damaged, but not enouch to hurt them as to service. The
board of directors chosen is as follows:
supplied from Italy, mainly through
enamel is scratched off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
the ports of Xew York and Xew Lronson Cutting, Francis Wilson,.1. It.
v
W.
H. Dorman, Charles M. Stauffer,
Orleans.
The damage does not affect the service or
were
officers
quality of the beds at all
The
following
Ciddings.
in.
iv
v,'
i.turir nip wnnceriiii
i
The middle west, north of Ohio, rebut we could not sell th;m as first class goods from our floor.
MARViLi. Whirling Spray
f
of its supply from Italy. then chosen by the board of directors.
ceives
Tt.e r.trw Vnniral Svrinoo.
On the other hand, the territory wert President, Bronson Cutting; vice presiist convenient,
it
We arranged with the Railroad Company to sell the beds at
n iMnntM inStlTltlV- of the Missouri river, with western dent, Francis Wilson; treasurer mid
whatever we could get for them, and make claim for the difference
.
general manager, Charles M. Stauffer; Ask your sruEl'ist
CaliTexas, uses almost exclusively
Vj. H$
secretary, J. W. Giddings.
fornia
lemons.
to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment
roocioi;-SS.
accept
MuKVd!.,
until
illostrsted
tut send sum?
More than half a million pounds of
Y
fnil partial- - (3tf
It
book
sealed.
are
gives
We
aas
are
sold.
New
Mexican
want
they
always Icrs and directions ...vihiaMeM lviies. tKMlj,
putting the prices below cost in order to move
'lemons are exported to Italy, and we
Mi.iiHcl.Ci). 4.iasld Mreti.new ior
itake about a third of them.
Almost brings results
them, and you benefit by the railroad company's loss. Some of the
;!'0 per cent of these shipments arrive
beds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There
at the port of Xew York, half of them
are clever, beds in all, eiht fuli size, in while, vernis
orbing in the two tenths of May
martin, and one
t and June. The southern provinces and
in satin brass. There are three
size, in white and vernis martin Si Sicily produce most of the fruit. It is
estimated that there are about S milfinish.
lion lemon trees in Italy, and that at
least 6 million of these trees are in
Sicily.
The present war with Turkey in-- j
j
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
tensely interest the laboring element
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
of Italy for the reason that the soil
Phone Black 12.
of Tripoli is thought to be very rich
Down Town Stand ia Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
land will be distributed in farms to
one-thir-
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Picnic Would Be

Try Our Rare bleats

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!
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nd We Will Guarantee

FOR

iWE ARE HEADQUARTERS
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The Remembrance
Quality Will Linger
After The Appetite
Satisfied

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies
AND EVERYTHING

Serenely
For The
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HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY1
WATCH wi!! run without
oil or cbaiiirrj longer than
any ether piece of machinery but it reeds both occasion'

Watches
and
II

A

u'v- t
It you
consider that the rht of
the balar.ee wheel travc'.s ever lii'teen
miles a cay, you vviil cot ntclre your
watch a speck of oil an.! a cleaning
fjice a year. It vi:i increase the
and accuracy of your watoij,
leave your watch with 'tis
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AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Time Pieces That Are
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Santa Fe Hardware k Supply Co.
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SUITS
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$30.00 Suits
V

20.00

22.50

17.50

20.00

15.00

DF LADIES'

$30.00 for $22.50 Green Tag Price
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25.00
18.50
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20.00
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Special Prices on Many
Other Goods. Come and
look them over.
Home of Hart, Schaffner

FIST

DRESSES

for $25.09 Green Tag Price

25.00
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18.00
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Special Prices on House Dresses.
Copyright Hut Schalfncr

k Marx Clothes.
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Is Your Chance to Buy.
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